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ABSTRACT

The open loop F-18 longitudinal control system is stabilized

using H2 and H, singular value loop shaping for a multivariable

feedback control system. The H2 and H, control theories involve

suppressing the sensitivity matrix transfer function at the lower

frequencies for high gain performance and suppressing the

transmissivity at higher frequencies, i.e. loop shaping. The

singular value Bode plot is used for MIMO systems in analogy with

the classical Bode frequency analysis for SISO systems. There are

two control inputs with input 1 controlling the stabilator and

input 2 controlling the leading edge flap and trailing edge flap in

tandem. There are two outputs: angle of attack and pitch rate.

The H. design achieved a separation in that input 1 controlled

angle of attack and input 2 controlled pitch- rate. The first

design is an optimum design which imposed no limitations on control

input. A cost penalty associated with control actuator limitations

is imposed to achieve a limited performance design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Classical control analysis for single-input single-output

(SISO) systems have the use of Bode plots, root locus techniques,

Nyquist diagrams and simple time response analysis to judge system

performance and stability margins. Stability margin rates the

system's ability to withstand disturbances and/or modeling error of

a given magnitude and still remain stable. The bandwidth in a Bode

plot, defined as the maximum frequency at which the system response

does not fall more than 3 db from steady state gain, is easily

shown for SISO systems. Classical techniques usually aren't

applicable to determining the stability margins and performance

characteristics of MIMO systems.

The stability margin and system performance of MIMO systems

have been successfully evaluated using the techhiques -of singular

value Bode plots of return difference matrices and loop gain

matrices in frequency domain analysis by Doyle, Stein and Safonov

[Refs. 1, 2]. A MIMO system is said to have good robustness if the

system has a large stability margin, good disturbance attenuation

and low sensitivity (Ref. 2].

H-infinity (H.) and frequency-weighted linear quadratic

gaussian (H2 LQG) apply singular value loop shaping to MIMO

systems. Singular value loop shaping involves shaping the system

feedback gains over a specified frequency range in order to meet

system gain requirements at the lower frequencies and disturbance
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attenuation specifications at the higher frequencies. Gordon

-[Ref.3) developed numerical optimization techniques for singular

value loop shaping which manipulates the system feedback gains as

design parameters.

Textbook examples of H2 and H , theories have been shown by

Postlethwaite [Ref. 4] and-Chiang [Ref. 5]. Chiang discusses the

design of a hypothetical fighter design at Mach 0.9 and 25,000 feet

altitude. Rogers and;Hsu [Refs. 6 and 7] developed H. compensated

designs for the X-29 for a two- and three- input longitudinal

control system.

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a H. longitudinal

controller for the F-18 for one flight condition at Mach 0.6 at

10,000 feet altitude. The open-loop F-18 longitudinal model was

developed by Rojek [Ref. 8] and simplified by the author. Chapter

II discusses the properties of MIMO feedback control systems, use

of the return difference matrix, and the basic concepts of singular

value loop shaping. Chapter III presents the background and

concepts of the H2 and H. theories. Chapter IV describes the F-18

controller design beginning with the open loop F-18 uncompensated

model, the design specifications, the design approach and the

design results. The conclusions are given in Chapter V. The

appendices contain the MATLAB computer code and F-18 state space

models.
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II. PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLE-INPUT MULTIPLE-OUTPUT

(NIMO) FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS

The robustness of a MIMO system includes good stability

margin, low sensitivity to plant and controller variations, and

good disturbance rejection to high frequency disturbance inputs.

The above robustness properties can only be modified by altering

the feedback paths and the associated gains. The following chapter

will illustrate the concepts of feedback manipulation to achieve a

good robust design upon which the H2 and H, methods in Chapter III

are based. Rogers [Ref. 6] and Hsu [Ref. 7] describe in detail the

feedback properties of multivariate systems so the current chapter

will not attempt to examine this subject in great depth. Matrices

will be denoted by bold upper-case letters and vectors by bold

lower-case letters in this text.

A. MATRIX NORMS, SINGULAR VALUES AND THEIR APPLICATION TO FEEDBACK

PROPERTIES OF MINO SYSTEMS.

Singular values of matrices have been found in the last decade

to be extremely useful in extending the frequency domain Bode

analysis of classical SISO theory to singular value Bode plots for

MIMO systems [Refs. 1,2 and 5]. The singular values of a matrix

A of rank r where A c C Xn are denoted by ai and are defined as the

non-negative eigenvalues of AA where H denotes the complex

conjugate transpose of A. The singular values are ordered such

that al C2 ... rn. The maximum singular value a, can be expressed

in terms of the spectral norm:

3



K 2=max )L 2 (AHA) =a.x (A) =U1 (2-1)

where Ii is the ith eigenvalue of eA. The singular values of a

complex nXn matrix A, ai, are the non-negative square roots of the

eigenvalues of AHA:

_ (A) =12 (A HA) (2-2)

The maximum singular value crmax is given by a, and the minimum

singular value amin is equal to an since the a's are ordered from

a, in monotonically descending order down to on

There are 12 useful properties of singular values listed by

Chiang [Ref. 5] but the three most important for the purposes of

this paper are:

I.j(A) =max xEC-" a 0,,

2.a (A) =min xEC n M2 _

3 ..(A) Li (A) ji(A)

4



Property 1 is important because it establishes the greatest

singular value of a matrix A as the maximum gain of the matrix over

all possible directions of x. Property 2 is important because the

least singular value of a matrix A is the minimum gain of a matrix

A over all possible values of x. Property 3 simply states that the

absolute value of all eigenvalues are bounded by the maximum and

minimum singular values.

Singular values are useful to define the maximum and minimum

gains of the return difference matrix (to be discussed in the next

section). For a given plant G(s) the H2-norm and the H.-norm are

defined in terms of singular values by:

n~I2 .~f (o(~)2 ~(-3)

(2-4)
DIiI. A supremum j(G(jo))

The supremum stands for least upper bound. Minimizing these norms

form the basis of H2 and H) theory. The band of maximum and

minimum singular values plotted as a function of the frequency in

a singular value Bode plot shows the degree of disturbance

rejection, stability, and performance or system gain as reflected

in the system bandwidth. The need to suppress high frequency plant

disturbances suggests shaping the loop singular value so as to have

low system gain at high frequency. The need to have a small

sensitivity to measurement noise requires suppressing the response

at the lower frequencies. Kwaakernak (Ref. 9) discusses for SISO

5



systems the shaping of the- feedback response by reducing the scal,.r

sensitivity S(s) at the lower frequencies and the transmissivity

T(s) at the higher frequencies. Note that the transmissivity is

also called the complementary sensitivity.

B. SINGULAR VALUE LOOP SHAPING FOR MIHO ROBUSTNESS.

Consideration of Figure 2.1 will assist in developing the

concept of singular value loop shaping. There are two sources of

disturbances: plant disturbance and reference noise. The

controller is F(s), the plant is G(s), the input is r, the control

output from F(s) is u, and the output of the system is y. The

output return difference matrix is I + G'I)F(s) while the input

return difference matrix is I + F(s)G(s). The quantities F(s)G(s)

and G(s)F(s) are the input and output loop gain matrices,

..............

Sdisturbance

error controleMec tr Systemcommmd + + :,' ) + output

r F"s G - (S = Y

"controller" '
"piant"

Figure 2-1 MIMO Feedback Control System

respectively. A large loop gain, L(s)=G(s)F(s), will suppress the

6



plant disturbance but will tend to amplify measurement noise. The

transfer matrix from d to the output y is denoted by S(s), the

transfer matrix from r to y is called T(s) and the transfer matrix

from r to u is denoted by R(s). The sensitivity matrix S(s) is

given by

S(s) A [ I+L(s) J-' (2-5)

The complementary sensitivity matrix T(s) is found by

T(s) a L(s) [I+L(s) ] - 1 [I-S(s) ] (2-6)

There is no common name for R(s) which plays a part in penalizing

the control deflections and is given as follows:

R(s) P F(s) [I+L(s)J -  (2-7)

The concept of singular value loop shaping requires high loop

gain at low frequency to drive the sensitivity matrix S(s) to small

values thereby suppressing plant disturbances. The sensitivity

matrix will approach I at the higher frequencies. The

complementary sensitivity matrix T(s) will go towards zero at

higher frequencies.

Since B(s) is the closed-loop transfer matrix from the plant

disturbance d to the plant output y, the singular values of S(s)

determine the degree of plant disturbance attenuation of the

system. The disturbance rejection specification is usually written

as:

7



-j (s:(U )) :w (io)-) (2-8)

where I W1-1(ja))I is the disturbance attenuation factor. The

disturbance attenuation factor is made a- function of frequency so

that a different attenuation factor can be specified for each

frequency.

Consideration of figure 2.2 will lead to development of the

stability criteria as applied to MIMO systems. The effect of

PERTUBRD PLANT

Figure 2-2 Additive/Multiplicative Perturbations

additive and multiplicative perturbations can be determined by the

use of singular value plots of R(s) and T(s). The following

discussion assumes that the system without the perturbations is

stable.

Tf &A is set to zero and amax(AM(j~j)) is taken to be the

definition of the size of AM(jw) then the smallest AM(s) for which

the system is unstL-able is (Ref. 5)

8



1(m(J) -(2-9)

(Y(TOjc))

multiplicative perturbation that the system can stand without going

unstable. Hence the stability margin will be greater. If AM=0

then the smallest AA(jo) that makes the system unstable is

-a ( (2-10)

The last two equations express Robustness Theorems 1 and 2

respectively [Ref. 5]. As a consequence of these two theorems,

specifications can be made on the maximum allowable singular values

of R and T matrices in terms of the weighting matrices W2 (jo) and

W3 (jo) as follows:

(R:(j )) 2
"1 (iJ )l (2-11)

(T (j )) P31(j C) I  (2-12)

Figure 2-3 shows the performance boundary on a singular

value Bode plot as determined by I W1 00I and the robustness

boundary as determined by IW3 (j )l . The two dashed lines

represent the minimum and maximum singular values of the loop gain

L(s) which is the product F(s)G(s). The plot of the reciprocal of

the maximum singular value of S(s) is seen to follow the minimum

singular value of L(s) above the 0 db line then approaches the 0 db

line at the higher frequencies where s(s) approaches the I matrix.

The maximum singular value of T(s) approaches the maximum singular

value of the loop gain L(s) below the 0 db line while approaching

the 0 db line at the lower frequencies where T(s) approaches I.

9



Figure 2-3 Singular Value Specifications on-5(s) and T(s)
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III. H= CONTROL DESIGN

A. THEORETICAL APPROACH.

The H control problem consists of solving the small gain

problem for the controller F(s) such that the infinity norm of the

closed loop transfer matrix Tylul is less than or equal to 1 and is

stable, see figure 3-1. The closed loop transfer

U1  - Y
ul" tP(s)
U 2 -[ ° Y2

[F(s)

Figure 3-1 The Small Gain Problem

matrix TyluI for the plant P(s) is modified by the feedback of

output Y2 to the controller F(s) and recurning a control u2 to the

plant to achieve robust stability. The transfer matrix TyluI is

defined in= terms of the weighting matrices W1 , W3, S(s), and T(s)

as defined by:



[wis] (3-1)T lu l a [w 3 S]

If one includes the weighting mi trix W. to penalize the control

then equation (3-1) becomes:

W2RI (3-2)
Ty'' w. doS

The open loop plant G(s) must 1:e augmented with the weighting

matrices to form the augmented plant P(s) as shown in figure 3-2.

The relation between the input and the output is given by

equation (3-3).

Yla r WI -WIG

OiYl W2  ] 1  ~ -3)3
I2 Y C_ W3 G u2JJ 12 I -G

The matrices in the brackets which contain the weighting matrices

is the augmented plant P(s). The state space representation of the

augmented plant is

-A 11 B1 B2  (P1 IP 12

P(s) = ----------2  - -I (34)P(S = C, ID, D12 P21 I P221

C 2 ID 2 1 D2 2 ,

In the H2 analysis which pr:ecedes the H, final dasj.gn the D11

matrix must be a null matrix and the D12 matrix must be full rank.

12



Augmented Plant P(s)
-

I -, -1 Y a

I m i
-. 1 1

Figure 3-2 Compensated System with Augmented Plant P(s)

The small gain proble" is to find a stabilizing controller

F(s) for the augmented plane P(s) so that the control u2 (s) =

F(s)y 2(S) will minimize the norm of the closed loop transfer

matrix:

ylui = P1 1 (")+P 12 (S) (I-F(s)P2 2 (s))- 1 F(s)P 2 1(S) (3-5)

where th . closed loop transfer matrix -(equation 3-1) is represented

in terms of the partitioned matrices given in equation 3-4.

B. DETERMINATION OF WEIGHTING CONSTRAINTS.

The weighting constraints chosen were the same as used in the

X-29 H. design (Ref. 6). The first objective is to suppress the

sensitivity matrix singular values as much as possible for the

largest possible bandwidth by large loop gains. Secondly, the

13



complementary -sensitivity matrix singular values must be suppressed

by 20- db at a- frequency of 100 rad/sec with a- second order f all off

of -40 db/decade for -frequencies above 100 rad/sec. The resultant

weighting constraints are:

01*I (10+)2X2 (3-6)
.O1s+1

W2 (s) - .O00l*I2X2 (3-7)

w;'000-*12X (3-8)
S 2  2X

The parameter y in equatio- -(3-6) is used in an iteration scheme

discussed in- the next sect.oa which allows us to approach the

maximum design limits of the-H2 and H., approaches.

S100 -- r--- *-*

0_ I .. I iI I

-50 H-:Y.i-

10310-2 10-1 10'0 0 0

Freueny -Rnd/Sc

Figure 3-3 H,, Design Specifications
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The 0 db crossover frequency of the W1 plot must be

sufficiently below the 0 db crossover frequency of the W3 plot or

conditions (2-10) through (2-12) won't be satisfied. The W3 (s)

weighting matrix can- be seen to not have a proper state space

representation as there are two zeros and no poles. However,

W3 (s)G(s) equation (3-3) for P(s) has a proper state space

representation. The W2 (s) weighting matrix ensures that the D 2

submatrix has the full column rank required by H. theory. The W1
1

weighting matrix was modified for the H2 design by eliminating the

100 rad/sec corner frequency and making the denominator equal to 1.

The plot of the F-18 H. design specifications can be seen in figure

3-3. The F-18 H2 design specifications is shown in figure 3-4.

200,

150 I

V 100 1K';

50 - • : :

-

U J ji 1!.
50' * .

-100 -- - il
10-3 10-2 1 0-1 0 0 1 102  10 3

Frequency - Rod/Scc

Figure 3-4 H2 Design Specifications
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C. DISCUSSION OF H2 AND H. DESIGN ITERATION.

A thorough discussion of the H, and H2 theory can be found in

references 6 and 7. The H2 and H. techniques are usually used

together with the H2 theory used as a first approximation with y=1.

The y parameter in the performance weighting matrix yW1-(s) is

iteratively increased until the H2 design reaches the design

specification limit. The final y for the H2 design is used as the

starting point for the H, design whereupon the parameter y can be

further increased before exceeding the design constraints. This

iterative procedure is shown in figure 3-5.

The fact that a higher y is realizable with the H. design is

an indication of the larger bandwidth, greater disturbance and

uncertainty attenuation within the design constraints of the H.

design over the H2 design.

16



HfH.~ -y-Itaption

SrAZT

Set hGam"

F hinf
or linf -h2lqg

Adjust Adjust
wGiWsim "Gun"

Bode plot

Path 11 ofTyu Path I

Figure 3-5 H2/Ha,, Design With y-Iteration
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IV. F-18 CO7ITROL DESIGN

A. P-18 OPEN LOOP PITCH AXIS-STATE SPACE MODEL

The F-18 state space model is based on- the model by Rojek

[Ref. -8] for a flight condition of 0.6 Mach number at 10000 feet

altitude. Figure 4 -1 -shows the F-18B with the control -surfaces and-

(2) CJ~dcnsbcja 1 J()

dCouiss~!li

FigureE 4-3) P-oCnro ufcstandiSi C onvr "~ enetions
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the positive sign conventions for the deflections. The pitch

control surface deflections are denoted dle, dte, and dst for wing

leading edge, wing- trailing edge, and stabilator deflections,

respectively. In the discu:ssion of the state space representation

to follow, the deflections will be referred to as 6 1e, 
6te,_ and 6 st

for the leading edge, trailing edge, a.nd stabilator, respectively.

The multiple control inputs make the F-18 an ideal candidate for

the robust control theory. Control input 1 controlled the

stabilator while control input 2 controlled the leading and

trailing flaps together. The pitch rate and angle of attack were

chosen as the two outputs of interest so that the control system is

a two input-two output system similar to the example of an advanced

fighter H. controller treated by Chiang [Ref. 5].

The airframe equations of motion consists of two states: the

downwash velocity w and the pitch rate q. Only the short period

aircraft modes were considered neglecting the phugoid modes similar

to Rogers [Ref. 6]. The equations of motion are linearized about

a trim condition resulting in a set of first order differential

equations of the general form:

X = AX + B6 (4-1)

Expanding the above equation in terms of the stability derivatives

similar to that shown in McRuer [Ref. 9] gives:

19



w Zw/(-z) (zq+u b) /(1-z w

q MZwMq+MLLq± q
I-z 1-Z

6 st
Z6s .61f z6tf
1-Z 1-Z 1-Z Sif

+ (4-2)

M6s+-'*Z6B M6 1 f+M *Z 6 1 f M6tf+MI*Z6tf 6 tf
1-Z 1-Z 1-Z

At 10000 feet altitude and Mach 0.6 the trim angle of attack and

corresponding pitch angle is 2.6184 degrees for level flight. Ub

is the body longitudinal component of flight velocity which is

computed knowing the true velocity of 646.42 ft/sec and the pitch

angle.

Figure 4-2 presents the two-input open loop actuator/

aircraft interface. There are two inputs u, and u2 with u, being

the input to the stabilator and u2 the input to both the leading

and trailing flaps. The stabilator is a fourth order actuator

while the two flaps have second ordeL actuators giving a total of

eight actuator states. Scaling of the system matrix by

transforming downwash velocity w to the angle of attack by the

relation w=V*a and transforming the units of the stabilator third

derivative from rad/sec3 to 104 rad/sec3 reduced the condition

number of the system matrix from 107 to 104 .

20



Stabilator

u- 2.1377e+O3s2+2.4101e+04s+1.4691e 07 __ /
s4+154.1s 3+1.6122e+04s2+4.9559e+05s+l.4691e+07 j F

D
Leading Flap Y

N

_s? + 109.8s -22301 M

u2. I
C

1225 _ S
s' + 49.7s + 1225

Trailing Flap

Figure 4-2 Uncompensated F-18 Open Loop Configuration

The F-18 open loop state space model is a 10 state model

consisting of the two airframe states and eight states for the

three actuators. The resultant 10 state linear model of G(s)=C(sl

- A)-IB+D is presented in Appendix B. The order of the state

variables with description and units is shown in Table 4-1 and the

open loop poles in Table 4-2. Note there are no unstable poles in

the F-18 open loop system matrix. The example aircraft by Chiang

[Ref. 5] had a complex pair of unstable poles and the X-29 design

by Rogers and Hsu [Ref. 6 and 7] had a single real unstable pole.

The first pair of complex poles is the short period airframe poles

with a frequency of 2.80 rad/sec. The other eight poles are the

higher frequency actuator states.
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Table 4-1 The Ordered Uncompensated F-18 Model States

State Description Units

a angle-of-attack radians

q pitch rate rad/sec

6S stabilator deflection rad

, stabilator rate rad/sec

6s stabilator accel. rad/sec2

stabilator jerk le+04 rad/sec3

61f leading flap defl. rad

61f leading flap rate rad/sec

6 tf trailing flap defl. rad

6tf trailing flap rate rad/sec

Table 4-2

Uncompensated F-18 Open Loop Poles

-.975 ± j 2.627
-62.126 ± j85.022
-14.924 ± j33.199
-26.902
-82.898
-24.850 ± j24.647
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B, -DESIGN APPROACH

The singular values of the uncompensated F-18 open loop plant

are--plotted in figure 4-3, the upper curve is ormax (G (j w)-) and the-

-20 . ... ............

A T T :.7

-4 ........ .____________ .... . ......... . ....

...... .. . . .... ....

-...... ..

IQ ... .. ....... .... .... ....... .

KE

-1001i 
I IIL H

1*101O*" 16, 16,14

Figure 4-3 Uncompensated F-18 Open Loop Singular Value Plot

lowe cure isain(G(jo)) . The bandwidth of 3.7 rad/sec is narrow.

The small loop gains for amjn(G(jo)) at the lower frequencies show

that the F-18 open loop plant has poor disturbance rejection and is

highly sensitive to modeling errors And system variations. From

the H2 and H. control design methodologies presented, the

sensitivity function singular values must be suppressed to the

maximum extent possible by increasing the loop gains to as high a
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value for the maximum possible bandwidth without conflicting with

the system's stability constraints. The maximum singular value

must show an attenuation of 20 db at a frequency of 100 rad/sec

with a second order falloff of 40 db/decade. The above stability

constraint has the purpose of attenuating the control effort at the

higher frequencies so that the flexible structural modes ar- not

excited.

The weighting constraints selected for the problem are given

in equations (3-6) through (3-8). Figures 3-3 and 3-4 showed the

specifications for the H. and H2 controllers, respectively.

The open loop plant has 10 states but the augmented plant has

a 14th order state space representation as W1 (s) and W2 (s) each add

two states to the F-18 plant G(s). The W3 (s) weighting f inction,

having no state space representation, adds no states to the

augmented plant. The H2 and H. controllers will also be 14th

order, the same as the augmented plant.
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C. DESIGN RESULTS OF THE H2 AND OPTIMUM H., CONTROLLER

The H2 design was undertaken first per the approach shown in

figure 3-5 with the assumed value of 1 for y. The Matlab fli2.m

script file listed in Appendix A was used. The value of y was

increased until the cost function 1ITyili 2 reached the all pass

limit or 0 db for the H2 controller. The H, solution was then

performed using the fl8inf.m script file with y being increased

until a y is reached in which any further increase will -not result

in a stabilized controller. Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show plots of the

cost function iiTyaul1I 2 for the H2 solution with y=1 and y=5.3. At

y=l, the amax singular value indicated by the solid line is about

8 db below the all pass 0 db line. Increasing y to 5.3 pushes the

COST FUNCION Tylul (Gamma = 1)

Ii IT I 1?11...... ... .. ... I., .I

-225

v,_I

L,. iL Lj : -'_
](),2 !I.i \n1 110

Iliimi rllh .;c
Fiur 4- H2 Cos Fucto JIYU o =!,!,, I II \ ,,: , ,25.
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..........."...........t.
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S-20 --

10'.25 1

-30 - I i i  l s , s,!I~i

-10,2  10 t 10P l0, 10 1()W

Frequency - rad/sec

Figure 4-5 H2-Cost Function II'IT'yll 2 for y=5.3

H2 cost function IITrYuIll 2 to the 0 db line near a frequency of 5

rad/sec with the amin singular value (dotted line) pushed to within

4 db of the 0 db line.

In figure 4-6 the H, solution with a y=13.5 pushes the cost

function llTY1U1IL,. minimum singular value to within .6 db of the 0

db line. The significantly higher value of y possible with the H,

design shows that it is clearly superior to the H2 design in

performance.

A comparison of the singular value plots of the sensitivity

function B(s) and (W 1) 1 (s) weighting function can be seen in

figures 4-7 through 4-9 for the H2 design with y=1 and 5.3 and the

i., design with y=13.5, respectively. The c;max singular value is the
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top dotted curve in each of the figures and the amin singular value

curve is represented by the dashed lower curve. In figure 4-7 the

performance boundary levels out at -40 db below .01 rad/sec and the

minimum singular value is 14 db below the W1- 1 boundary. Increasing

y to 5.3 in figure 4-8, the Wl-I boundary dips to -54 db and the

minimum singular value of the sensitivity function is 5 db below

the performance boundary. The H. solution at A=13.5 in figure 4-9

is now suppressed to -63 db and the sensitivity function's minimum

singular value is now within 1 db of the performance boundary WI-1 .

As y is increased the weighting constraint (yW)_--l(s) is suppressed

to lower magnitudes and the singular values of the sensitivity

function 9(s) are pressed closer to the weighting function. The

lower sensitivity curve S(s) achieved by the H,, design shows that

SPN'IS"VITV I:UNCIION AN) I/W
6() --- ,--,-+ I-r, ' fhIII .,,--I-- ll

' 
- - rlrrr--l ,lp--,--j-I --- ~1 - -- I, lfuf ! I-u IIII

20 : , 4 ,+ ,, .. ....40

* Ii

20
m + llXVJ(s) -

0- /

102 + 1 0' IC" JO' " , '

-4 ....... +i

"i'IM Hr M 01i o Il IW Ip

Frcquellcy -rnd/scc

Figure 4-8 Sensitivity Function S(s) for 112 Solution, y=5 .3
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F-18 GAMMA= 13.5 W2--.001 SENSITIVITY- FUNCIiON AND 1/WI
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> -30-

ton aid tb
-50 -I i t
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it designpewith disturbaTe aedurvesn, hoere rrsentt the plat

singular values and the dotted curves represent the amin singular

values. In figure 4-10 at y=l, the complementary sensitivity

function, T(s), has a corner frequency of 10 rad/sec and at 100

rad/sec the maximum singular value is at -60 db compared to the -20

db robustness boundary. At y=5.3, the 112 solution for T(s) in

figure 4-11 shows- a corner frequency of 18 rad/sec and a gain of -

45 db at 100 rad/sec. At y=-13.5 in figure 4-12, the H. solution

yields a corner frequency of 22 db and a maximum singular value of
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Figure 4-10 H2 Complementary Sensitivity Function T(s), y=1
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Figure 4-11 H2 Complementary Sensitivity Function T(s), y=5 .3
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Figure 4-12 H. Complementary Sensitivity Function, y=13. 5

-28 db at 100 rad/sec. From these results, the higher y that the

H. controller is able to achieve resulted in pushing T(s) as close

to the robustness boundary as possible.

The effect on control bandwidth of increasing y can be

quantified from figures 4-10 through 4-12. At y=l, the H2

bandwidth determined by the frequency at the -3 db maximum singular

value is about 10 rad/sec while the y=5.3 112 solution achieves

about a 16 rad/sec bandwidth. The H, solution at y=13.5 has a

higher bandwidth of 20 rad/sec. Rogers [Ref. 6] found for the X-29

that the best H2 and I, solutions gave 20 and 30 rad/sec,

respectively. Both sets of results indicate that the II

compensated aircraft is a more responsive aircraft.
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Ui

Figure 4-13 Feedback Configuration

The controller is a 14-state controller as was expected. The

closed ioop controller as shown in figure 4-13 is a 24-state

configuration. The output Vector y consists of the output states

a and q. The control input vector r contains the control inputs u1

and u2. Since the controller is placed in series with the F-18

plant the commands ul and u2 are reference commands to the outputs

a and q. The closed loop model has 2 inputs, 2 outputs and 24

states.

The state space model of the 24th order closed loop H,

compensated model is presented in Appendix B. The poles of the It.

compensated closed loop system are shown in Table 4-3. The poles

of the open loop pla.-t G(s) can be seen to also exist in the closed

loop H., cor3ensated plant. The low condition number of the open

loop plant G(s) means that the augmented plant P(s) and the

controller F(s) are well-conditioned. The well-conditioned
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Table 4-3 HO Compensated Closed Loop Poles

-1.7985e+04
-4.6415e+02
-6.2126e+0l ± j8.5022e+Ol
-1.4533e+01 ± j8.1275e+Ol
-1.0183e+02
-8.1898e+01
-1.4924e+01 ± j3.3199e+01
-1.9460e+Ol ± j2.2795e+0l
-2.6990e+01 ± j2.3233e+0l
-2.4850e+01 ± j2.4647e+0l
-2.5633e+01 ± jl.3283e+01
-2 6902e+01
-3.9708e+01
-9.7451e-01 ± j2.6269e+00
-1.00OOe-03
-1.0003e-03

numerical properties of these matrices required no minimum

realization nor balancing to be performed which is desirable as the

meaning of the state variables becomes obscure if the matrices

undergo balancing. The open loop 10 state matrix can be seen, in

Appendix B, to occupy rows 15 through 24 and columns 15 through 24.

The open loop states 1 through 10 correspond to states 15 through

24 of the H. closed loop controller.

The output return difference matrix [I+G(s)F(s)] is the

inverse of the sensitivity matrix and as such the minimum singular

value approximates the loop gains if the loop gains are large. The

plot of the output return difference matrix I+G(s) of the

uncompensated closed loop plant, figure 4-14, show that with the

minimum singular value well below the 0 db line that the loop gain

is low. The low loop gain of the uncompensated plant means that it

has low disturbance rejection and high sensitivity to plant
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Figure 4-15 Singular Value Plot I+G(s)F(s), HM Compensated F-18
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variations and modeling errors as was surmised from the singular

value plot of the open loop plant earlier in the chapter. The plot

of the singular values of the compensated return difference matrix

I+F(s)G(s) in figure 4-15 show that the loop gains at the lower

frequencies are much improved over the uncompensated plant. Thus

the H, compensated plant has good disturbance rejection and low

sensitivity to plant variations and modeling errors. The steep

second order roll-off designed into the complementary sensitivity

function T(s) probably caused the dip of the singular values below

0 db between 14 and 80 rad/sec indicates a lower level of

performance near the 0 db crossover frequency. The crossover point

of 13 rad/sec is below the 30 rad/sec crossover of the W3 weighting

matrix which is one of the requirements for stability.

The inverse-return matrix I+(G(s)F(s))-l is plotted in figure

4-16 for the H, design. The stability margins were determined by

examining the universal gain and phase margin curve [Ref. 6, pg.68]

and are the same as those guaranteed by the linear quadratic

regulator problem. The minimum singular value of 0 db-or 1 shown

for the H. design in figure 4-16 guarantees gain margins of -6 db

to infinity and phase margins of ±600.
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-Figure 4-16 SV Plot of I+(G-(S)-F(S-))-:, Ha, Design F-l18

1. Ha, Input Return Difference Analysis

The input additive and input multiplicative return

difference matrices are plotted in figures 4-17 and 4-18,

respectively. The input additive return difference matrix has poor

disturbance attenuation with the minimum singular value (dashed

curve) below -3 db in the range of frequency of 1 to 60 rad/sec.

A amin[I+(F(jw)G(jc()) 1 ] of -20 db (figure 4-18) translates to a

gain margin of -2 to +2 db and a phase margin of 5° . In figure 4-

18, the minimum value of the input multiplicative return difference

matrix I+(F-(s)G(S))-I violates the W3 boundary. The conclusion is

that the H., design does not guarantee stability at the inputs to

the plant G(s) since the design is based on the plant output.
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2. Precision Longitudinal Control Modes

The H,, solution in the two-input, two-output case ideally

will result in-control of output 1 by input 1 and output 2 by input

2. This feature allows for multiple, independently controlled

surface deflections. Safonov [Ref. 10]- listed the three precision

longitudinal modes of control observed with the H0, derived designs:

1. Varying the vehicle vertical velocity by varying angle of
attack while holding the pitch angle constant or keeping
q equal to 0.

2. Direct lift control by varying 0 while keeping a constant
so that the velocity vector remains fixed along the
aircraft stability axis x as x9 rotates.

3. Pitch pointing by controlllng 0 at a constant flight path
angle so that the flight path angle or velocity vector
remains fixed while xs rotates (0=6).

Closed loop Bode Plots of a and q responses to inputs 1 and 2

are shown in figures 4-19 through 4-22. The response of a to input

1, figure 4-19 shows a gain of I or 0-db for frequencies of up to

6 rad/sec which is above the short period frequency of the F-18.

However the q response to input 1 in figure 4-20 never gets above

-32 db which occurs at a frequency of 20 rad/sec, well beyond the

short period frequency of the F-18. Figure 4-21 shows the q

response to input 2 to have a gain of 1 or 0 db to a frequency of

10 rad/sec while the transfer function a/u2 in figure 4-22 is

suppressed with a maximum of -36 db at 22 rad/sec. These Bode

plots show the great separation- with very little cross-coupling

which allows input 1 to be used to control only a and input 2 to

control only q.
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Figure 4-19 Bode Plot of F-18 a/u1 T.F., H Design
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The time responses of a and q to a 10 pulse of 1 second

duration in input 1 is shown in figure 4-23 and to a 10/sec pulse

of I second duration in input 2 is shown in figure 4-24. Figure 4-

23 shows a fast rise time in the alpha response to u, of .2 sec to

reach the commanded input but the q response barely makes a ripple

along the 0 °/sec line when plotted= on the same scale. Figure 4-24

shows that the pitch rate response q slightly overshoots the

commanded u2 before settling out to the commanded value but here

again the other output a is essentially zero due to the second

input u2 . The rise time of a to u. is .1 sec and the rise time of

q to u2 is .088 sec.

xi0FIg O1T. RFSPONSI. TO ] I)EG I ONILY SIECOND IMI'UI..SI (INI'IJT I)

16 -

14

12
AL I[A RFSPONSE

0

'~6

2 / q RSPONSEI.

0........... --... . .... ............. .. -.

0 .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 1.5 4
TIME -S1{C

Figure 4-23 a and q Responses to 1 °/sec 1-sec Pulse in ul, H.
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Figure 4-24 a and q Responses to 1 °/sec 1-sec Pulse in U2, Hm

The deflections of the stabilator, leading flap and trailing

flap due to a i 1-second- pulse at input 1 are plotted as a

function of time in figures 4-25, 4-26, and 4-27, respectively.

Since a negative deflection is required to produce a positive a

response and the only control surface with a negative deflection

during the I-second pulse in input 1 is the stabilator then it is

concluded that it is the stabilator that controls a. This result

would be expected from the open loop state space representation-

which is in the feedforward loop of the closed loop system in which

input 1 is fed through the stabilator.

The time response of the stabilator, leading flap, and

trailing flap due to a 1 O/sec 1-second pulse in input 2 is shown

in figures 4-28, 4-29, and 4-30. The negative rectangular pulses
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Figure 4-26 Leading Flap Response to 10 1-sec Pulse in u1
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Figure 4-27 Trailing Flap Response to 10 1-sec Pulse in u1 , H.
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Figure 4-28 Stabilator Response to 10/sec 1-sec Pulse in u2, H,
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in 61f and 6tf show that they are controlling the response to a

positive pitch rate command u2 and 6. is not controlling q.

The maximum actuator deflection limits and the actuator no

load rate limits are given in Table 4-4:

Table 4-4 F-18 Actuator Deflection and Rate Limits

Actuator Deflection Limits No Load Rate Limits

Stabilator +10.50 400/sec
-24

Leading Flap +34 15
- 3

Trailing Flap +45 18
- 8

The maximum deflections observed occurred for input 1 with 2.2 rad

for 6., 4.4 rad for 61f, and 5 rad for 6tf. The maximum deflections

for input 2 were smaller with 1.38 rad for 6., 2.8 rad for 61f and

3.1 rad for 6tf. The actuator limits in table 4-4 were greatly

exceeded for both actuator angular limits and rate limits. The H,

solution developed here did not penalize the controls enough in the

cost function and unrealistic actuator performance resulted. The

H. limited performance design is presented next with a higher W2 to

insure that the cost function places a greater weight on the

controls in order to get a more realistic H. design.
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D. DESIGN RESULTS OF THE LIMITED PERFORMANCE H, CONTROLLER

The IH. design was reworked to bring it within practical limits

by increasing the-W2 e term to .018 and decreasing the corner

frequency from 100 to 2.5 rad/sec in the W1 1 (a) weightix5 function.

The weighting function assignments are:

(yW(s)) -
1  = .01 (100s+) *I2X2 (4-3)

y-(.4s+1)

W2 (s) = -018*I2X2 (4-4)

w "(s ) =10001 (s) I 0 I2x2 (4-5)

A plot of W1-1 (s) and W3"1 (s) weighting functions are shown in

figure 4-31.

The maximum y achievable with the above W2=.0181 was found to

be 1.58 which only pushed the singular value of the cost function

ITYluill, to within 2 db of the all-pass 0 db line in figure 4-32.

The optimum H. design with y=1.58 in figure 4-33 shows much less

disturbance rejection and more sensitivity to plant and modeling

errors than the optimum H, design. The complementary sensitivity

function for y=1.58 in figure 4-34 shows a greatly reduced

bandwidth of 2 rad/sec as against 20 rad/sec in the H. optimum

design. The closed loop poles are listed in Table 4-5.
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F- 18Design Specifications
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Table 4-5

F-18 Limited Performance Closed Loop Poles

-1.0017e+03
-6.2126e+01 ± j8.5022e+01
-1.7711e+01 ± j8.1027e+01
-8.2898e+01
-7.6597e+01
-1.4924e+O1 ± j3.3199e+01
-2.4200e+01 ± j2.5758e+O1
-2.4850e+01 ± j2.4647e+O1
-2.0234e+O1 ± j2.0813e+01
-2.6902e+01
-2.5668e+01 ± j7.8886e-01
-9.7451e-01 ± j2.6269e+00
-2.5001e+00
-1.9977e+00
-1.8000e-02
-1.8000e-02

Investigation of the output return difference matrices show

how much the performance has degraded. The singular value

amin[I+G(jo)F(jw)] in figure 4-35 shows how much the performance has

degraded. The singular value plot of [I+(G(jw)F(jw))-1 ] in figure

4-36 shows a steady state gain of 2 db or -7 to +3 db and a ±780

gain and phase margin, respectively. A typical modern fighter

aircraft has a gain margin of -8 to +4 db and a phase margin of

±350.
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1. Limited Performance H. Plant input Problem

The singular value plot of the input additive return

difference matrix in figure 4-37 shows that the stability of the

limited performance F-18 at the plant inputs is further degraded

over that of the optimum H_ design. The plot of the input

multiplicative return difference matrix I+(FG) -l in figure 4-38

shows that amin violates the W3 boundary as did the optimum H,

design. Stability robustnes is not guaranteed at the plant inputs

as in the optimum H. design.

F-18 Limited Performnnce SV 'LOT (i + FG)
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Figure 4-37 F-18 Limited Performance SV Plot of I+FG, y=1.58
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transfer function having a steady state gain slightly greater than

-2 db in figure 4-41. Figure 4-42 shows the peak of the a/u2 bode

plot to be -20 db at 2 rad/sec so not only is the peak higher than

for the optimum H. case. Actually the cross coupling is a little

stronger because the frequency at which both cross transfer

functions peak is close to the short period frequency of 2.8

rad/sec. The vertical scales in figures 4-40 and 4-42 are

suppressed.
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Figure 4-42 F-18 Lim. Perf. Closed Loop Bode Plot of a/u2

A 10 pulse of 1-sec duration was applied at input 1 and then

at input 2 with the limited performance H. design as was done with

the optimum H, design. A plot of the a and q time responses in

figure 4-43 still show that input 1 still dominates in the control

of angle of attack but the pitch rate response is not negligible.

Similarly input 2 still dominates the pitch rate response but the

angle of attack response is noticeable as seen in figure 4-44. The

rise times are much longer as expected since the controls are being

limited by a larger weighting value for W2. After I sec the angle

of attack reaches .0113 radians of the .01745 radians commanded by

input 1. The .01745 rad/sec commanded by input 2 caused the pitch

rate to reach .0134 rad/sec after 1 sec. The rise time of the

optimum performance Ff. design again took .2 sec in both cases.
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The control deflections 6S, 61f, and 6tf for the limited

performance F-18 are much smaller than for the optimum performance

F-18 HI design as seen in figures 4-45 through 4-47 for input I and

figures 4-48 through 4-50 for input 2. The control deflections for

input I were all within the acceptable limits for the F-18. The

leading flap and trailing flap both exceeded the maximum negative

deflections allowed for the F-18 of -.052 rad for the leading flap

and -.14 rad for the trailing flap for input 2. The stabilator

deflection was completely within its limits for either input. The

main problem in utilization of the three control surfaces in the F-

18 is that the leading and trailing flaps have most of their travel

in the downward positive direction which from figure 4-1 can be

seen to cause a negative pitching moment. The leading flap has a

deflection range of -3 to +34 degrees and the trailing flap has a

deflection range of -8 to +45 degrees. The X-29 had a good range

of positive and negative travel on the canards and strakes making

it a little more ideal for the H, approach [Ref. 6]. NASA Dryden

has been testing a more maneuverable F-18 modified to use canards

which would make it a more ideal candidate for the H. approach.
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The actuator no load rate limits shown in table 4-4 were

exceeded in both input I and input 2. The control rates of the

actuators are shown in figures 4-51 through 4-53 for the pulse from

input 1 and figures 4-54 through 4-56 for the pulse from input 2.

The peak rates range from .8 to 6 rad/sec which exceed the

capabilities of the actuators.

F-18 Lin, DSDOT FOR 0.01745 ad /I sec STP (INPUT I) W2-.018

-2

03 - ' - . .... . . . . . ..5 2 2. 3 .. .. . . . .. 4

TIME - SeC

Figure 4-51 Lim. Perf. d6s/dt due to l°/s is Pulse in u,
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F-18 Litm. DSDOT FOR 0.017,15 rad / I sec SICI' (IN'UT 2) W2=-.018
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F-18 Lin. DTFDOT FOR 0.01745 rd 1I sec STEI' (INPUT 2) W2=-.018
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Figure 4-56 Lim. Perf. d6tf/dt due to 10 /s ls Pulse at U2

The approach to a limited control design did show a reduction

in control deflections and rates by increasing the control weight

in the cost function but at the cost of system performance and

robustness. In addition to the higher control weighting the F-18

W1-i weighting performance specification had to be relaxed. The

small control weightings in the optimum H. design required

unacceptably high energy influx into the system beyond the

capability of the actuators to provide. The limited performance

design still demonstrated predominantly separate control of a by

input 1 and q by input 2 but not near the separation demonstrated

by the optimum H. design.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

H, control theory implemented with the Matlab Robust Controls

Toolbox was shown to be a systematic and straightforward method to

shape the frequency response of a multi-output, multi-output system

of the F-18 to achieve both robustness and system performance. The

decoupling of the pitch rate and angle of attack states

demonstrates the potential for precision flying modes in which

different independent control surfaces control different outputs.

The stabilator was controlled by input 1 and was able to control

angle of attack separately from input 2 which controlled the pitch

rate by commanding the leading and trailing flaps which were ganged

together. It was shown that the performance level of the optimum

performance H. design placed too great of an energy demand on the

actuators. A limited performance H. design was demonstrated which

placed a greater weight on the control energy in the H, cost

function. The sensitivity weighting function specification had to

be relaxed to arrive at the final design. The control deflection

rates are still too high and the design will have to be limited

still further.

The H. theory was shown to be superior to the H2 frequency

weighted linear quadratic regulator theory by achieving higher

levels of plant disturbance attenuation, better suppression of

plant variations and modeling errors, and wider system control

bandwidth. Stability of the plant outputs was demonstrated

although it was found that the plant inputs did not meet the design
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specifications. The inputs failed the design specifications

because the specifications are in terms of the sensitivity and

complementary sensitivity functions which are formulated in terms

of the plant outputs.

Actuator performance has been found to be the most severely

limiting factor in the Ha, design and has to be more directly

accounted for. Including the control deflections and/or rates in

the output vector as Rogers [Ref. 6) suggested would be a way to

make the design process more practical.

The promise of H. design theory may make it more practical to

include higher performance actuators in future aircraft design.

Faster actuators mean cost penalties and more weight. Improving

the speed of the actuators must be shown to improve the

capabilities and performance of the aircraft sufficiently to pay

for the cost and weight penalties. A concern of using faster

actuators in the past has been the excitation of flexible

structural modes. An H, design which can suppress the flexible

structural modes, provide independently controlled outputs,

suppress disturbances and plant variations and achieve respectable

control bandwidths might provide the incentive to use improved

actuators.

Applying H. design to the highly maneuverable modified F-18

being tested at NASA Dryden with canards and flow deflectors would

seem to be a worthwhile project for future investigation. The H,

design analysis should be applied to other F-18 flight conditions.
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APPENDIX A

MATLAB SCRIPT FILES
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f18h2 .m
diary fl8h2.dat
format short e
disp(' I
disp(' I
disp(' This script file is designed to solve the H2 optimal

control ')
disp(' problem for the F-18. The 10th order FDLTI model, in

state ')
disp(' space form, is that of the F-18 aircraft and actuator

dynamics.')
disp(' Four states are those of the aircraft dynamics, i.e.,

alpha & q')
disp(' The remaining 8 states are the dynamics of a fourth ')
disp(' order and two 2nd order actuators, i.e., the stabilator,

leading ')
disp(' flap and trailing flap actuators. The order of the

unbalanced ')
disp(' states is as follows:')
disp(' ')
disp(' alpha, q, ds, dsdot, dsdbldot, dstrpldot, dlf,

dlfdot,')
disp(' dtf, dtfdot ')
disp(' ')
disp(' Given the open loop transfer function G (s)=Cinv(Is-A)+D,

a ')
disp(' stabilizing controller F(s) will be found such that the

H2 norm')
disp(' of Tylul is minimized. ')
disp(' ' )
disp(' H2 optimal control synthesis is performed to determine

attainable')
disp(' performance levels. Once completed, an Hinf optimal

control ')
disp(' synthesis is performed.')
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
%pause
clc
disp(' The scaled F-18 aircraft and actuator state space

representation')
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
ag=[-.114d+01 9.7938d-01 -9.9461d-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 ...
5.6206d-04 0.0 -3.9669d-03 0.0;-7.0738d+00 -.80902d+00 ...
-7.9063d-00 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.008d-02 0.0 -1.8786d-00 0.0;

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0;
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0;
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ld+04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0;
0.0 0.0 -.14691d+04 -.49559d+02 -.16122d+01 -.1541d+03 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0; 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0;
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0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.1225d+04 -.497d+02]

bg=[0.0 0.0;
0.0 0.0;
0. 0 0. 0;

.2137-7d+04 0.0;

.30532d+06- 0.0;

.27277d+04- 0.0;
0.0 0.0;
0.0 .22301d+04;
0.0 0.0;
0.0 .1225d+04]

cg=[1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0;
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)

dg=zeros (2)
%pause
disp(' I

disp(' -
disp(' Calculate the poles and transmission zeros of the open

loop plant')
disp(' 1
poleg=eig(ag), tzerog=tzero(ag,bg,cg,dg)
disp('
disp('
disp(' -Determine the condition number of ag')_
disp('
disp(' -
condag=cond (ag), rcondag=rcond (ag)
disp('
disp('
%pause
disp(' ')
disp(' << Design Specifications >>'
disp(' ')
disp(' 1). Robustness Spec. : -40 dB roll-off, -20 db @100

Rad/ Sec.')
disp(' Associated Weighting:')
disp(-'
disp(' -1 1000 ')
disp(' W3(s) =-----------* I (fixd)')
disp (' 2 ')
disp (' s 2x2')
disp(' ')
disp(' 1)
disp (' 2). Performance Spec.: minimizing the sensitivity
function')
disp(' as much as possible.')
disp(' Associated Weighting:')
disp(' ')
disp('
disp(' -1 -1 (lO0s + 1) '
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disp(' Wi(s) Gain * ---- *-

disp (' 100 2X21)
disp(' 1
disp(' where "Gamn" in this design is iteratively updated

from 1')
w=logspace(-3,3,100);
k=1000; mn=[2 2]; tau=0.0;
nuw3i = [0.0 k); dnw3i = (1.0-0 0];
svw3i = bode(nuw3i,dnw3i,w); svw3i = 20*loglO(svw3i);
nuwli = [100.0 1.0]; dnwli =[0 100.0];
svwli = bode(nuwli,dnwli,w); svwl-i = 20*loglO(svwli);
aw2=-.001*eye(2); bw2=zeros(2); cw2=zeros(2); dw2=-.00i*eye(2);
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' (strike a key to see the plot of the

weightings ... )I)
%pause
semilogx (w, svwli,w, svw3i)
grid
title( 'F-18 Design Specifications'-)
xlabel('Frequency - Rad/Sec')
ylabel('i/W1 & 1/W3 - dBI)
text(.0l,0, '1/Wi(s) ')
text(.5,100, '1/W3(s) ')
mneta fl8specs
%pause
c
disp(' << Problem Formulation '
disp(' I)-
disp(' Form an augmented plant P (s) with thlese two weighting

functions:')
disp(' ')
disp(' 1). Gam*W1 penalizing error signal "ell')
disp(' 1)
disp(' 2). W3 penalizing plant- output "y')
disp(' '
disp(' and find a stabilizing controller F(s) such that the H2

norm')
disp(' of TF Tylul is minimized, i.e.')
disp(' '
disp (' min Tylull < 1,')
disp('1 F(s) 21)
disp(' 1)
disp(' where ')
disp C -4'

disp(' Tylul = Gam*Wl*(I + GF) = Gainm W1 S

disp(' I W3*(I-S)

disp(' W3*GF*(I + GF) '
disp(' '
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disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' (strike a key to continue
*. ..) , )
%pause
clc
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' << DESIGN PROCEDURE ')
disp(' ')
disp('*dis*p(' * ***********

disp(' * [Step 1]. Do plant augmentation (run
AUGMENT.M or *')

disp(' * AUGF18.M)
.,)

disp(' *
.,)

disp(' * [Step 2]. Do H2 synthesis (run H2LQG.M)
*')

disp(' *
*')

disp(' * [Step 3]. Redo the plant augmentation for a
*,)

disp(' * new "Gam" and rerun H2LQG.M

disp(' *
*,)

disp(' * [Step 4]. Redo the plant augmentation for a
.,)

disp(' * higher "Gam" then run HINF.M
*,)

disp('disp* * **** **** **** ***)

disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' (strike a key to continue

%pause
clc
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp( ')
disp(' Assign the cost coefficients "Gam" with Gam=1 ')
disp('
disp(' serving as the baseline design ....')
pack
gama= [6.7];
ngama=length (gama);
for i=l: ngama
Gam=gama (1, i)
k=1000
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disp(

disp(' augment %Plant augmentation of the F-18
dynamics')

d isp ( I
------------------------------------------------------------- I

disp(' '
disp(' '
augf 18
disp(' ')
disp(' '
disp(' (strike a key to continue

[ac,bc"cc,t,kl]=ctrbf (A, [Bi B2], [C1;C2]);
sum(kl)
pause
c
%disp(' ')
%disp(' ')
%disp(' Do state space~ balancing on the augmented plant if

needed')
%disp(' 1)
%disp(' ')
%[augA,augB,augC,augD]=minreal(A, (B1B2],[(Cl;C2], [Dl1D12;D21D22)
%[abal,bbal,cbal,g,t]=obalreal(augA,augB,augC)

* %(abal,bbal,cbal,g,t)=obalreal(A,(BI B2],[C1;C2])
%A=abal, B1=bbal(:,1:2), B2=bbal(:,3:4), C1=cbal(1:6,:),
C2=cbal(7:8,:-)

*disp(' ')
disp(' 1)
disp(' The transmission zeros, poles and condition number of the

augmented')
disp(' plant follow. In addition, determine if (A,Bl) & (A,B2)

are 1)
disp(' stabilizable and if (C1,A) & (C2,A) are detectable.')
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
%tzeroaug=tzero (abal, bbal, cbal, dbal)
tzeroaug=tzero(A,[Bl B2J,[C1;C2],(Dll D12;D21 D22])
poleaugA=eig (A)
%poleaugA=eig Cabal)
condaugA=cond (A)
rcondaugA=rcond (A)
%condaugA=cond (abal)
%rcondaugA=rcond (abal)
eps=eps
toldef=10*max(size (A) )*norm (A, 1) *eps
%toldef=1O*max(size(abal) )*norm(abal,1) *eps
tol=100*eps*norm( (A B1])
(Alc,Blc,Clc,t,kJ=ctrbf(A,B1,Cl,tol)
tol=loo*eps*norm( (A B2])
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(A2c,B2cC2c,t,k]=ctrbf-(A,B2,C2,tol)
tol=lOO*eps*norm( [A;Cl]_)
[Alo,Blo,Clo,t,k]=obsvf-(A,B1, Cl,tol)
tol=lOO*eps*norm-([A;C2])
[A2o,B2o,C2o,t,k]=obsvf (A,B2 ,C2,tol)
clear condag rcondag poleg tzerog-svw3i svwli
clear condaugA rcondaugA-
clear functions
%pause
disp('
disp(' 1
d i s p I

disp(' h2lqg % Running script f ile H2LQG.M for H2
optimization')

d i -S p I

aretype=' Schur'I
h2lqg
disp(' '
disp(I ')
disp (' (strike a key to continue

clear functions
%pause
%pltopmod *Preparing singular values for plotting
tend
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp (' (strike a key to continue

tpaus;*eP
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' State space representation of controller (acp, bcp, ccp,

dcp) ')
disp(' and CLTF Tylul (adl, bcl, ccl, dcl) and poles,

controllability, ')
disp (' observabi2 ity, and condition number of the controller. '
disp(' ')
disp(' ')

pltopmod %preparing singular values for plotting
end
acp,bcpccp,dcp
polec=eig (acp)
tol=100*eps*norn( [acp bcp])
(acpc, bcpc, ccpc,t,k]=ctrbf (acp, b p, ccp, tol)
lc=sum (k)
pause
tol=lOO*eps*norm( [acp;ccpj)
(acpo, bcpo, ccpo, t, kJ=obsvf (acp, bcp,ccp, tol)
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lo=sum (k)
pause
condacp=cond (acp), rcondacp=rcond (acp)-
al, bcl, ccl, dcl
polet=eig(acl)
disp(' ')
disp(' I-)
disp(' (strike a key to continue

-.. )%pause
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' open loop state space representation of contr~oller/plant

series')
disp('_ 1)
[algf,blgf,clgf,Aigf]=series(acp,bcp,ccp,dcp,ag,bg,cg,dg)
polol=eig (algf)
disp('I)
disp(' '
disp(' (strike a key to continue

* ) I)
%pause
disp ('I ')
disp(' ')
disp(' Closed loop state space representation of

controller/plant series,')
disp(' controllability, observability, and condition number of

the closed')
disp(' loop acgf matrix. '
disp(' '
disp(' '
[acgf,bcgf,ccgf,dcgf]=feedbk(algf,blgf,clgf,dlgf,2)
tcol=lOQ*eps*norm( [acgf bcgf])
(,--gfc,bcgfc,cc~gfc,t,kl=ctrbf(acgf,bcgf,ccgf,tol)
tol=lOO*eps*norm( [acgf ;ccgf-])
[acgfolbcgfo,ccgfo,t,k]=obsvf-(acgf,bcgf,ccgf,tol)
condacgf=cond (acgf)
disp(' '
disp(2 '
disp(' (strike a key to continue

%pause-
disp(' '
disp(' Poles of the closed loop system')
disp(' ')
polcl=eig (acgf)
end
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%fl8hinf.m
diary fl8hinf.dat
format short e
disp(' fl8hinf.m ')
disp(' ')
disp(' This script file is designed to solve the Hinf optimal

control ')
disp(' problem for the f--18. The 10th order FDLTI model, in

state ')
disp(' space form, is that of the f-18 aircraft and actuator

dynamics.')
disp(' Two states are those of the aircraft dynamics, i.e.,

alpha & q ')
disp(' The remaining 8 states are the dynamics of the fourth

order')
disp(' stabilator, the 2nd order leading flap, and the 2nd

order trailing')
disp(' flap actuators. The order of the unbalanced states is

as ')
disp(' follows:')
disp(' ')
disp(' alpha, q, ds, dsdot, dsdbldot, dstrpldot,dlf,dlfdot,')disp ( dtf, dtfdot ')

disp(' ')
disp(' Given the open loop transfer function G(s)=Cinv(Is-A)+D,

a ')
disp(' stabilizing controller F(s) will be found such that the

Hinf norm')
disp(' of Tylul is less than or equal to one. ')
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
pause
clc
disp(' F-18 aircraft and actuator state space representation')
disp(' ')
ag=[-.114d+0l 9.7938d-01 -9.9461d-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.6206d-04 0.0 -3.9669d-03 0.0;-7.0738d+00 -.80902d+00 ...
-7.9063d-00 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.008d-02 0.0 -1.8786d-00 0.0;

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0;
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0;
0.0 0.0 0.0 0-.0 0.0 1d+04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0;
0.0 0.0 -.14691d+04 -.49559d+02 -.16122d+01 -.1541d+03 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0; 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0;
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.22301d+04 -.1098d+03 0.0 0.0;
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0;
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.1225d+04 -.497d+02);

ag(2,7)=ag(2,7) *57.296
bg=[0.0 0.0;

0.0 0.0;
0.0 0.0;
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.21377d+04 0.0;
-.30532d+06 0.0;
.-27277d+04 0.0;

0.0 0.0;
0.0 .2236--d+04;
0.0 0.0;
0.0 .1225d+04]

*cg=[1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0-.0 0.0;
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0_.0 0.0]

dg=zeros (2)
%pause
disp('
poleg=eig(ag), tzerog=tze-ro(ag,bg,cg,dg)
disp(' 1
disp(' 1
disp(' Determine determine the condition number of ag"
disp(' 1
disp(' 1
condag=cond(ag), rcondag=rcond(ag), rank(ag),
pause
disp('
disp(' 1

%pause
disp(' ')
disp(' << Design Specifications >>'
disp(' ')_
disp(' 1). Robustness Spec. : -40 dB roll-off, -20 db @100

Rad/Sec.')
*disp(' Associated Weighting:')

disp(' 1
disp(' -1 1000 ')
disp(' W3(s) =-----------* I (fixd)')
disp(' 2 2x2')
disp(' s
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' 2). Performance Spec.: minimizing the sensitivity

function')
disp(' as much as possible.')
disp(' Associated Weighting:')
disp(' ')
disp('
disp(' -1 -1 .01(lO0S + 1) '
disp(' WI(s) = Gain *-------------- I')
disp(' 2x2')
disp( I (.0ls + 1) 1
disp(' '
disp(' note gamma 13.5 .01s + 1 and limited gamma 1.58 .4s +

1 ')
disp(' where "Gamn" in this design is iteratively updated

from 1')
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w=logspace(-3, 3,100);
k=1000.; mn=[2 2); tau=0.0;
nuw3i = [0.0 k]; dnw3i =- (1.0 0.-0 0.0];
svw3i = bode(nuw3i,dnw3i,w); svw3i = 20*loglO(svw3i);
nuwli = [1 .01]; dnwli =[.01 1.);-
svwli = bode(nuwli,dnwli,w); svwli = 20*loglO(svwli)-;

disp(' w2 weighing matrix 13.5 =-.001 1.-55 = -.018')
aw2=-0.001*eye(2); bw2=zeros(2);--cw2=zeros(2); dw2=-0.001*eye(2)-;

disp(' ')
disp(' I-)
disp(' (strike a key to see the plot of the

weightings ... )I)
%pause

semilogx (w,-svwli,w, svw3i)
grid
title('F-18 Design Specifications"i)
xlabel('Frequency - rad/sec')
ylabel('1/W1 & 1/W3 - db')
text(.01,0, '1/WI(s) ')
text(.5,100-,I1/W3(s)I)
%meta fl8specs
%pause

c
d-isp(' << Problem Formulation >>')
disp(' ')
disp(' Form an- augmented plant P(s) with these two weighting

functions:')
disp(' ')
disp(' 1). Gam*Wl penalizing error signal "e"l')
disp(' ')
disp(' 2). W3 penalizing plant output "y')
disp(' ')
disp(' and find a stabilizing controller F (s) such that the Hinf

norm')
disp(' of TF Tylul is less than or equal to one, i.e.')
disp(' '
disp(' :Tylu1: < or =1,')

disp (' F(s) inf')
disp(' ')
disp(-' where '
disp(' 1'

disp(' Tylul = Gam*Wl*(I + GF) ,- Gainm Wi* S

disp(' W3*GF*(I +-GF) )
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disp(' '
disp(' '
disp(' (strike a key to continue-

%pause
c
disp(' '
disp(' ')
disp(' << DESIGN PROCEDURE->>')
disp(I ')
disp('

* * *_ * * *1

disp(' ( Step 1]. Do plant augmentation (run
AUGMENT.M or *)

disp(' AUGX29.M)
*I)

disp('

disp(' ( Step 2]. Balance the augmented plant for
better *)

disp(' numerical condition if necessary

disp('

disp(I ( Step 3]. Do Hinf synthesis with-"Gain" = 1

disp('

disp(' ( Step 4]. Redo the plant augmentation for a

disp(' higher "Gamn" and rerun HINF.M

dis*1)

disp('

disp(' ')

disp(' (strike a key to continue

*- ) I)
%pause
c
disp(' ')
disp(' t)

disp(' 1)
disp(' Assign the cost coefficients "Gamn" with Gam=1 '
disp('
disp(' serving as the baseline design .... )

gama=[1O.5];
ngaina=length (gama);
for i=1:ngaina
Gain=gaina(1,i)
k=1 000
disp(' ')
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disp(' augment %Plant augmentation of the -F-18
dynamics')

disp 1

disp(' '

augf 18;
disp(' '
disp(' '
disp(' (strike a key to continue
.. ) I)

%pause
c
disp(' '
disp(' '
%disp(' Do state space balancing on the augmented plant if
needed')
%disp(' '
%disp(' '
%[abal,bbal,cbal-,g,t]=obalreal(A,[B1 B2),[C1-;C2])

C2=cbal(5:6,:)
disp(' '
disp(' '
disp(' The transmission zeros, poles and condition number of the
augmented')
disp(' plant follow. In addition, determine if (A,Bl) & (A,B2)
are'1)
disp(' stabilizable and if (Cl,A) & (C2,A) are detectable.')
disp(' 1)
disp(' ')
tzeroaug=tzero(A,[B1 B2],[Cl;C2J,[D11 D12;D21 D22]fl
poleaugA=eig (A)
condaugA=cond (A), rcondaugA=rcond (A)

eps=eps
toldef=1O*max(size (A)) *norm(A,1) *eps
tol=100*eps*norm( [A B1])
[Alc,Blc,Clc,t,k]=ctrbf(A,B1,C1,tol)
tol=100*eps*norm( [A B2])
[A2c,B2c,C2c,t,k]=ctrbf(A,B2,C2,tol)
tol=100*eps*norm( [A;C1])
[Alo,Blo,Clo,t,kJ=obsvf (A,B1, Cl,tol)
tol=100*eps*norm( [A;C2J)
[A2o,B2o,C2o,t,k]=obsvf (A,B2 ,C2,tol)
clear condag rcondag poleg tzerog svw3i svwli
clear condaugA rcondaugA
clear functions
%pause
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disp (
disp (
d- i s p

disp(' hinf %Running script file HINF.M for Hinf
optimization')

d- i s p

----------------------------------------------------- )

aretype=' Schur'
hinf
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' (strike a key to continue

.. * )I~)
clear functions
%pause
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' State space representation of the full order controller')
disp(' (acp, bcp, ccp, dcp) with its poles and condition

number')
disp(' ')
acp,bcp,ccp,dcp
polec=eig (acp)
condacp=cond (acp)
rank (acp)
pause
toldef=1O*max(size(acp) )*norm(acp,1) *eps
tol=100*eps*norm([acp bcp;ccp dcp])-
disp(' Poles, controllability, observability, and condition of

the ')
disp (' controller')
disp(' 1

polet=eig (adl)
%pause
disp(' '
disp(' 1)
pltopmod % Preparing singular values for plotting
end
disp(' ')
disp(' '
disp(' (strike a key to continue
..*.)I')
%pause
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' Open loop state space representation of controller/plant
series')
disp(' ')
[algf,blgf,clgf,dlgfJ=series(acp,bcp,ccp,dcp,ag,bg,cg,dg)
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polol=eig (algf)
disp(' '
disp(' '
disp(' (strike a key to continue

%pause*
disp(' '
disp(' '
disp(' Closed loop state space representation of

controller/plant series,')
disp(' controllability, observability, and condition number of

the closed')
disp(' loop acgf matrix. '
disp(' '
disp(' '
[acgf,bcgf,ccgf,dcgf]=feedbk(algf,blgf,clgf,dlgf, 2)
tol=100*eps*norm( [acgf bcgf])
[acgfc,bcgfc,ccgfc,t,k]=ctrbf(acgf,bcgf,ccgf,tol)
tol=loo*eps*norm( [acgf;ccgf])
[acgfo,bcgfo,ccgfo,t,k]=obsvf~acgf,bcgf,ccgf,tol)
condacgf=cond (acgf)
disp('- I)
disp(' ')
disp(' 1 (strike a key to continue

%pause
disp(' '
disp(' Poles of the closed loop system')
disp(' 1)
polcl=e-*;,:* (acgf)
end
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%augf 18 .m
% Plant Augmentation f or the F-18 H2 and Hinf problem as W3- is not
a
% proper transfer function. Includes contingency for adding W2 to
% ensure d12 is full column rank. This script file is designed for
% the F-l8 system without theta as a state, ie, 2 inputs & 2

outputs.
disp(' ')
disp(' 1)
disp(' << Plant Augmentation >>')
%Gam=gama (1,i)
Gain = input (' Input the cost coefficient "Gain"=
cgb = 1/k*[cg(1,:)*ag*ag;cg(2-,:)*ag*ag*ag*tau+cg(2,:)*ag*agj
dgb = 1/k*[cg(1,:)*ag*bg;cg(2, :)*ag*ag*bg*tau]
nwl = Gam*[dnwli;O 0;0 O;dnwli]
dwl = nuwli
sysw2=Caw2 bw2;cw2 dw2]; xw2=2;
%sysw2=[); xw2=O;
%[A,B1,B2,C1,C2,Dll,D12,D21,D22]=augmod(ag,bg,cg,-cgb,dg,dgb,nwl,d

wl,mn)
[A,B1,B2,Cl,C2,D11,D12,D21,D22J=augfl8pl(ag,bg,cg,cgb,dg,dgb,nwi,

dwl,sysw2,xw2,mn)

disp(' ')
disp(' - - - State-Space (A,Bl,B2,C1,C2,D1l,D12,D21,D22) is

ready for')
disp(' the Small-Gain problem - --

---- End of AUGF18.M----
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f u n c t 0 n
[a,bl,b2,cl,c2,dllld12,d21,d22]=augfl8pl(ag,bg,cga,cgb,dga,dgb,nu

m,den,sys,x,mn)
96

[A,B1,B2,Cl,C2,D11,D12,D21,D22]=AUGF18PL(AG,BG,CG,CGB,DG,DGB,NUM,
DENSYSXMN)

*augf!8pl produces the augmented plant f or the F-18 h2 and hinf
problem for
% an improper W3 weighting and W2 added-to make d12 full
column rank.

* Weighted Plant:

*Xg =AgXg +Bg Ug

j Ygaj = jCa&j Xg + IDga: Ug
* ~ gb Cg) IDgbl

*'g: t

*Weighting Wi Weighting W2

Xw w w w w w w w w w

Y wl Awl Xwl + Bwl Uwi Xw2 = w2 Xw2 + Bw2 Uw2

*Over all augmented plant

* Xg Ag 0 0 gIBg 1 Ui
1 * I : XwlI + 1,I 1 IU21
j Xwlj I-BwlCga Awl 0 1 jXw2j Bwl -BwlDga1

'X*, 1 0 0 Aw2 1 0 Bw2 1

* Ylal 1-DwlCga Cwl 0 1 Xg IDwi -DwlDgal IUll
* libI : 0 0 Cw2 I Xwlj 10 Dw2 : :U2:
* YlcI Cgb 0 0 :Xw2: + 110 Dgb
* 1Y2 1 -Cga 0 0 11 -Dga

*State Space of Weighting Wi & W2:

(awl,bwl,cwl,dwl] = tfm2ss(num,den,mn(l) ,mn(2))
[aw2,bw2,cw2,dw2) = sys2ss(sys,x)

*State Space of Augmented Plant

----- A matrix:

(rag,cag) = size(ag);
[rawl,cawl] = size(awl);
[raw2,caw2] = size(aw2);
a ( ag zeros(rag,cawl) zeros(rag,caw2);-bwl*cga awl
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zeros (rawi, caw2);

zeros(raw2,cag) zeros(raw2,cawl) aw2];

B matrix:

[rbg,cbg] =size(bg);
[rbwl,cbwl] = size(bwl);
(rbw2,cbw2] = size(bw2);
bi. = [zeros(rbg,cbwl) ;bwl;zeros(rbw2,cbwl)];
b2 [ bg;-bwl*dga;bw2];

C matrix:

[rcgb,ccgbJ = size(cgb);
[rcwl,ccwl] = size(cwl);
(rcw2,ccw2j size(cw2);
ci [-dwl*cga cwl zeros(rcwl,ccw2) ;zeros(rcw2,ccgb)
zeros (rcw2, ccwl) cw2;

cgb zeros (rcgb, ccwl) zeros (rcgb, ccw2)];
[rcga,ccgaj = size(cga);
c2 = C-cga zeros(rcga,ccwl) zeros(rcga,ccw2)];

Dmatrix

[rdgb,cdgb] size(dgb);
[rdwl,cdwl] = size(dwl);
[rdw2,cdw2] =size(dw2);
dll = [dwl;zeros(rdw2,cdwl) ;zeros(rdgb,cdwl));
di2 = [-dwl*dga;dw2;dgb];
[rdga,cdga) = size(dga);
d2l = eye(rdga);
d22 = -dga;

---- End of AUGPL.M ----
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tfl8analy m
diary fl8analy.dat
format short e
disp('
disp('
disp(' This script file analyzes the results of Hinf synthesis

of the')
disp(' F-18 HIMO model by plotting resultant system return
difference')
disp(' singular values, calculating the poles/zeros,and making

Bode and')
disp(' Nyguist plots.')
disp(' 1
disp(' 1
di-sp (' The unaugmented state space plant representation')
disp('
disp('
ag, bg, cg, dg
disp('
disp('
%pause
disp(' State space representation of the controller')
disp('
disp('
acp,bcp,ccp,dcp
disp('
disp('
%pause
disp(' Open loop state space representation of controller')
disp(' plant series')
disp(' 1
disp(' 1
algf,blgf,clgf,dlgf
[alfg,blfg,clfg,dlfg]=series(ag,bg,cg,dg,acp,bcp,ccp,dcp)
disp('
disp('
disp(' Compute singular value plot of return difference

matrices')
disp('
disp('
w=logspace(-3,3, 100);
svg=sigma(ag,bg,cg,dg,3,w); svg=20*loglO(svg);
semilogx (w, svg)
title('F-1B Limited Performance SV PLOT (I + G)')
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel('SV - dB')
grid
mneta fl8svlL
pause
svgf=sigma(algf,blgf,clgf,dlgf,3,w); svgf=20*loglO(svgf);
semilogx (w, svgf)
title('F-18 Limited Performance SV PLOT (I + GF)I)
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xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel('SV - dB')
grid
meta fl8sv2L
pause
svfg=sigina(alfg,blfg,clfg,d.lfg, 3,w); svfg=20*loglO (svfg);
semilogx (w, svfg)

* title ( F-18 Limited Performance SV PLOT (I + FG)'-)
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')-
ylabel('SV - dBI)
grid,
mneta fl8sv3L
pause
svgf=sigma(algf,blgf,clgf,dlgf,4,w); svgf=20*loglo (svgf);
semilogx (w, svgf)
title ('F-lB Limited Performance SV PLOT (I + nv (GF))')
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel('SV - dB')
grid
meta fl8sv4L
pa-ese
s2'g=sigma(alfg,blfg,clfg,dlfg,4,w); svfg=20*logilsvfg);

sevmilogx (w, svfg)
title('F-18 Limited Performance SV PLOT (I + inv(FG))')
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel(ISV - dBI)

* grid
meta fl8sv5L
pause
svloop=sigma(algf,blgf,clgf,dlgf,1,w); svloop=20*loglO (svloop);
semilogx (w, svloop)
title ( F-18 Limited Performance SV PLOT (GF)')
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel('SV - dB')
grid
meta fl8sv6L
pause
disp('
disp(' 1
disp(' Closed loop state space representation of

controller/plant series')
disp('
disp(I
acgf,bcgf,ccgf,dcgf
tzerocgf=tzero (acgf, bcgf, ccgf, dcgf)
disp('
disp('
%pause
disp(' Poles and zeros of the closed loop controller/plant

system ')
disp(' (acgf, bcgf, ccgf, dgcf) '
disp('
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disp (

disp(' output alpha/q vs input 1I'
disp(' 1
[z,p,k]=ss2zp(acgf,bcgf,ccgf,dcgf ,1)
%pause
disp(' 1
disp(' output alpha/q vs input 2 '
disp(' 9
[z,p,k]=ss2zpfacgf,-bcgf, ccgf,dcgf, 2)
pause
disp('
disp('
disp(' open loop Bode plots of outputs vs inputs')-
disp-('
disp(' 1
(uag,phaseij=bode(algf,blgf,clgf,dlgf, 1,w); magi=20*loglo(magl);
[iag2,phase2j=bode(algf,blgf,clgfidlgf,2,w); mag2=20*log1O(mag2);
semilogx(w,magl(: ,1))
title ( F-18 LIMITED PERFORMNCE OPEN LOOP BODE PLOT INPUT 1 / alpha

(GF)')
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel('GAIN - dB')
grid
meta fl8bodelL
pause
semilogx (w, magl( ,2))
title(C F-lB LIMITED PERFORMANCE OPEN LOOP BODE PLOT INPUT I /-g

(GF)')
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel('GAIN - dB')
grid
meta fl8bode2L
pause
semilogx(w,mag2 (: .1))
title ( F-18 LIMITED PERFORMANCE OPEN LOOP BODE PLOT INPUT 2 Ialpha

(G)'1)
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel('GAIN - dB')
grid
meta fl8bode3L
pause
semilogx(w,mag2(: ,2))
title( 'F-lB LIMITED PERFORMANCE OPEN LOOP BODE PLOT INPUT 2 Iq

(GF)')
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel('GAIN - dB')
grid
mteta fj.8bode4L
disp(' 1
disp(' 1
disp(' Closed loop Bode plots of outputs vs inputs')
disp(' 1
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disp(
[magl,phasel)=bode(-acgf,bcgf,ccgf,dcgf, 1,w ); magl=20*logO(iagl) ;_
[xag2,phase2)=bode(acgf,bcgf,ccgf,dcgf,2,-w); mag 2=20*lo4lO(mag2);
semilogx(w,magl(: ,1))
title('-F-18 LIMITED PERFORMANCE CLOSED LOOP BODE PLOT INPUT 1/

alpha '-)
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')-
ylabel('GAIN - dB'-)
grid
meta fl8bode5L
-pause
semilogx(w,magl(: ,2-):)
title('F-18 LIMITED PERFORMANCE CLOSED LOOP BODE PLOT INPUT 1I q

9)

xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel('IGAIN - dB-)
grid
meta fl8bode6L
pause
semilogx(w,xnag2 C:, 1))
title('F-18 LIMITED PERFORMANCE CLOSED LOOP BODE PLOT INPUT 2/

alpha I-)
xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel(IGAIN - dB1)
grid
meta fl8bode7L
pause
semilogx(w,mag2(: ,2))
title('F-18 LIMITED PERFORMANCE CLOSED LOOP BODE PLOT INPUT 2 Iq-

xlabel('FREQUENCY - rad/sec')
ylabel('GAIN - dB1)
grid
meta fl8bode8L
%pause
disp(' 1
%disp(' 1
%disp(' Open loop nyquist plots of outputs vs inputs')
%disp(' 1
%disp(' 1
%w=logspace (-4 ,5, 200) ;
%[rel,iml]=nyquist(algf,blgf,clgf,dlgf,1,w);
%[re2,im2)=nyquist(algf,blgf,clgf,dlgf,2,w);
%rel=(rel;rel);il=m;-l;
tre2=(re2;re2]); im2=[im2;-iLm2];
%piot(rel(: ,1) ,iml(: ,1))
%title('NYQUIST PLOT INPUT 1 / alpha (GF)')
%xlabel('real (GF)')
%Ylabel('imag (GF)')
%grid
%meta x29nyqu
%pause
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%plot(rel(: ,2) ,iml(:-,2))
%title('NYQUIST PLOT INPUT 1 /-q (GF)')

%grid
%meta-
%pause

%title('NYQUIST PLOT INPUT 2 /alpha -(GF)')
%xlabel('real (GF)')
%ylabel('imag -(GF)')
%grid
%meta
%pause
%plot(re2(: ,2-)_,ir2(:-,2))
%title('NYQUIST PLOT INPUT 2 /q (GF)-')
%xlabel('real -(GF)')
%ylabel('imag (GF)')
%grid
%meta
%pause
end
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%fl8resp.m
diary fleresp.dat
format short e
disp('
disp(' 1
disp(' -This script file is designed to calculate and plot the

time')-
disp(' response of the augmented F-18 (controller/plant closed

loop series)-'-)
disp(' to 1 degree / 1 second step input from-each of')
disp (' the two inputs separately.')
disp('
disp(' tig tetm etr'
disp(' etn upthtievcos-
disp(' 0
time=[0:0.01:4];
%stas=[1 0 0 0 0;0 1 0 0 0;0 0 1 0 0;0 0 0 1 0;0-0 0 0 1]
%ccgfwc=[zeros(5,-18) stas zeros(5,6)]
%dcgfwc=zeros (5,2-)
%stas= [1 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 1 0 0
o 0;-.. .
960 0 0 0 1 -0 0 -0;0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0;0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0;0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1]
%ccgfwc=-[zeros(8,15) stas zeros(8,6)]
%dcgfwc=zeros (8,2)
disp(' V
disp(' Plotting alpha, q, ds, dlf , and dtf responses to a

0.01745 rad /- 1 -')-
disp(' second step from input one')
disp(' 1

* u=[0.01745*ones(1,101) zeros_(1,300);zeros(1,401)]';
%[y]=lsim(acgf,bcgf,ccgfwc,dcgfwc,u,time)
[y,x)=l-sim (acgf, bcgf, ccgf, dcgf,u,time);
%plot(time,y(:,1))
%title('F-18 alpha RESPONSE TO 0.01745 rad I1 sec STEP (INPUT 1)

W2---.0011)
%xlabel('TIME - sec',)
%ylabel ('radians')
%grid
%meta fl8rspllU
%pause
%plot(time,y(: ,2))
%title('F-18 q RESPONSE TO 0.01745 rad /1 sec STEP (INPUT 1)

W2=-.001')
%xlabel('TIME - sec')
%ylabel ('radians/second')
%grid
%meta fl8rspl2U
%pause
plot(time,x(: ,17))
title('F-18 DS FOR 0.01745 rad / 1 sec STEP (INPUT 1) W2=-.0011)
xlabel('TIME -sect)
ylabel ('radians')
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grid
%meta-fl8rspl3L
pause
plot (time-,y (: ,1) , time,y( ,2))
title-('F18 OPT. RESPONSE TO 1 DEG /ONE SECOND IMPULSE (INPUT 1)')4
xlabel-( 'TIME--SEC')
ylabel ('IRADIANS' )_
text(1.2, .0102, 'ALPHA RESPONSE')
text(0.3_,.0012,'1q RESPONSE'-)
grid
meta alphaqll2U
pause
plot(time,x(_:_,21))
title('F-18 DLF FOR 0.01745 rad /1 sec STEP (INPUT 1) W2=-.0011)
xlabel('ITIME - sect)
ylabel( 'radians')
:grid
%meta fl8rspl7L
pause
plot (time,x(: ,23-))
title('-F-18 DTF FOR 0.01745 rad /1 sec STEP (INPUT 1) W2=-.001')
xlabel('TIME - sec')
ylabel (-'radians')
grid
%meta fl8rspl9L
pause
plot (time, x(-:-,18)-)
title('F-18 DSDOT FOR 0.01745 rad /1 sec STEP (INPUT 1) W2=-.001')
xlabel('TIME - sect)
ylabel ('radians/second')
grid
%meta fl8rspl4L
pause
plot(time,x(:,22))
title('F-18 Lim. DLFDOT FOR 0.01745 rad /1 sec STEP (INPUT 1)

W2=-.0011)
xlabel('TIME - sect)
ylabel( 'radians/second')
grid
%meta fl8rsplBL
pause
plot_(time,x(: ,24))
title('F-18 Lim. DTFDOT FOR 0.01745 rad /1 sec STEP (INPUT 1)

W2=-.001-1)
xlabel('TIME - sect)
ylabel( 'radians/second'1)
grid i
%meta fl8rspllOL
pause
disp(' 1
disp(' Plotting alpha, q, dc, df, and ds responses to a 0.01745

rad/1'
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disp(' second step input from -input two')-
disp(' 1
u=-[zeros(1,401);0.01745*ones(1,101) zeros(1,300)]'-;
%[y)=lsim(acgf,bcgf,-ccgfwc,dcgfwc,u,time)
[y,x)=lsirn(acgf,bcgf,ccgf,-dcgf,u-,time).;
plot(time,y(: ,1) ,time,y(-:,-2))
title('F-18 OPT. RESPONSE TO 0.01745 rad/ 1 sec STEP(INPUT 2)'l)
xlabel-('TlE - sect)
ylabel( 'radians')
text(1.2,.011,-'q RESPONSE'-)
text(1.2,-.0O1, 'ALPHA RESPONSE-)-
grid
meta aiphaq2l2U
pause
%plot(time,y(: ,2))
%title('lF-18 q RESPONSE TO 0.01745 rad /1 sec- STEP (INPUT 2)

W2=-. 001')
%xlabel('TIME - sct)
%ylabel( 'radians/second')-
%grid
%meta fl8rsp22U
%pause
plot(time,x(: ,17))
title(-'F-18 DS FOR 0.01745 rad /1 sec STEP (INPUT 2) W2---.001')
xlabel('TIME - sect)
ylabel ('radians')
grid
%meta fl8rsp23L
pause
plot(time,x(:,21))
title('F-18 DLF FOR 0.01745 rad /1 sec STEP (INPUT 2) W2=-.0011)
xlabel('TIME - sect)
ylabel ('radians')
grid
%meta fl8rsp27L
pause
plot(time,x(: ,23))
title('F-18 DTF FOR 0.01745 rad I1 sec STEP (INPUT 2)_ W2=-.001')
xlabel('TIME " sect)
ylabel ('radians')
grid
%meta fl8rsp29L
pause
plot(time,x(: ,18))
title('F-18 DSDOT FOR 0.01745 rad /1 sec STEP (INPUT 2) W2=-.001')
'ilabel('TIME -sec')
1label( 'radians/second')

c :id
%meta fl8rsp26L
pause
plot(time,x(: ,22))
title('F-18 DLFDOT FOR 0.01745 rad I sec STEP (INPUT 2)
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W2=-.O001)
xlabel('TIME --sec'-)
ylabel( 'radians/second'-)
grid
%meta fl8rsp27L
pause
plot-(time,x(:_,24))
title(-'F-18 DTFDOT FOR 0.01745 rad I1 sec -STEP (INPUT 2)
W2=-.0011)
xlabel-('TIME -.sec')
ylabel-( 'radians/second')
grid
%meta 'fl8rsp2lOL
end
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APPENDIX B

F-18 STATE SPACE MODELS

1) Open Loop F-18 Plant

2) Optimum Ho Closed Loop Controller

3) Limited Performance Ho Closed Loop Controller
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%Open Loop Plant of the F-18

>> ag

ag =

Columns 1 through-5

-1.1400e+00 9.7938e-01 -9.9461e-02 0 0

-7.0738e+00 -8.0902e-01 -7.9063e+00 0 0-

0 o- 0 1.0000e+00 0

0 o 0 0 1.0000e+00

0 0- 0 0 0

0 o -1.4691e+03 -4.9559e+O1 -1.6122e+00

0 o 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 o 0 0 0

Columns 6 through 10-

o -5.6206e-04 0 -3.9669e-03 0
0 -1.7235e+00 0 -1.8786e+00 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

1.0000e+04 0 0 0 0
-1.5410e+02 0 0 0 0

0 0 1.0000e+00 0 0
0 -2.2301e+03 -1.0980e+02 0 0
0 0 0 0 1.0000e+00
0 0 0 -1.2250e+03 -4.9700e+01

>>bg
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bg=

0 0
o 0
0 0

2.1377e+03 0
-3.0532e+05 0
2.7277e+03 0

o 0
o 2.-2301e'+03
o o
o0 1.2250e+03

>> cg

cg

1 0 -0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o- 1 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0

>> dg

dg =

0 0
0 o

>> Poles of the F-l8 Open Loop Plant
> eig(ag)

ans=

-9.7451e-Ol + 2.6269e+O0i
-9.745le-O1 - 2.6269e+O0i
-6.2126e+O1 + 8.5022e+Oli
-6.2126e+O1 - 8.5022e+Oli
-1.4924e+O1 + 3.3199e+Oli
-1.4924e+O1 - 3.3199e+Oli
-2. 6902e+01
-8.2898e+O1
-2.4850e+01 + 2.4647e+Oli
-2.4850e+01 - 2.4647e+Oli

>> diary off
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>> % Optimal Closed Loop State Space F-18 H-Infinity Controller

>> acgf

acgf-

Columns 1 through 6

-8.5374e+04 -1.0132e+04 -3.1614e+03 1.4349e+04 -6.2351e+OO
3. 6195e+03
-1.0476e+05 -1.2541e+04 r3.8866e+03 1.7514e+04 -7-.5004e+00

4.2957e+03
2.2082e+06 2-.6104e+05 8.1683e+04 -3.7082e+05 1.6204e+02

-9. 5204e+04
2.0282e+02 -8.9659e+02 -3.0481e+O1 -2.0145e+02 2-.4393e-01

3. 6679e+02
-1.1859e-01 -6.6984e-01 -4.0737e-02 -1-.9136e-01 -6.0713e-04

-2. 6865e-01
-5.9038e+04 -7.7319e+03 -2.2235e+03 9.7030e+03 -4.0591e+00

2. 3185e+03
2.2799e+02 1.3562e+03 8.0283e+O1 3.7452e+02 -7.9406e-01

4.2695e+02
-1.1229e+00 -6.9592e+00 -4.0987e-01 -1.9229e+00 4.032e-03

-2. 1645e+00
-1.6276e+04 -2.5326e-03 -6.3355e+02 2.5165e+03 -9.5432e-01

5. 6803e+02
4.5355e-02 3.8317e-03 1.5852e-03 -8.4079e-03 2.2515e-05

-3. 2101e-03
-2.6327e-03 2.0579e-03 4.8972e-05 1.5237e-03 -8.1576e-06

2. 1350e-03
5.1076e-03 4.2810e-03 4.1494e-64 7.3066e-04 8.0206e-06

2. 8272e-03
1.0102e-04 2.2190e-04 1.7064e-05 9.3235e-05 -1.7261e-06

1. 9550e-04
-5.3128e-03 -1.3122e-02 -9.8395e-04 -5.1009e-03 -3.3955e-06

-1. 1396e-02
0 0 0 0 0

0
o 0 0 0 0

0
o 0 0 0 0

0
-1.5489e+04 -li8299e-03 -5.7521e+02 2.6270e+03 -1.1398e+00

6. 1035e+02
2.2122e+06 2.6135e+05 8.2156e+04 -3.7521e+05 1.6280e+02

-8. 7174e+04
-1.9764e+04 -2.3349e+03 -7.3397e+02 3.3521e+03 -1.4544e+00

7. 7880e+02
0 0 0 0 0

0
-5.90356+03 -5.8679e+02 -2.1394e+02 1.0604e+03 4.1411e-02

2. 6132e+02
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0 0 0 0 0
0

-3.2428e+03 -3.2233e+02 -1.1752e+02 5.8248e+02 2.2747e-02
1.A355e+02

Columns 7 through 12

1.6525e+04 -8.1213e+01 -2.3231e+04 -8.5392e+05 6.9207e+06
-7.4498e+05

2.0288e+04 -9.9700e+O1 -2.8096e+04 -1.0350e+06 8.3615e+06
-1.4361e+06

-4.2803e+05 2.1036e+03 6.0049e+05 2.2132e+07 -1.7950e+08
1.7108e+07
-3.1957e+02 1.7342e+00 -7.6547e+02 -5.8752e+03 5.6301e+04

2.3416e+05
-1.2503e-01 6.8286e-04 3.7589e-01 2.0966e+01 -2.1836e+02

-9.4379e+02
1.1240e+04 -5.5179e+01 -1.5821e+04 -5.8270e+05 4.7162e+06

-8.0642e+05
2.5915e+02 -1.4309e+00 -5.7113e+02 -4.0438e+04 4.2610e+05

1.8520e+06
-1.3490e+00 6.4342e-03 2.8740e+00 2.0374e+02 -2.1444e+03

-9.3152e+03
2.9882e+03 -1.4625e+01 -4.3413e+03 -1.5528e+05 1.2459e+06

-4.5709e+05
-9.5054e-03 3.9627e-05 1.4779e-02 -1.0894e+01 6.4179e+01

-1.9358e+01
1.1639e-03 -3.2869e-06 -4.4338e-03 -3.7177e+00 -2.5802e+01

-2.6626e+00
-7.7386e-06 8.6395e-07 -4.0636e-03 1.1824e+00 2.4380e+00

-2.1952e+01
4.3551e-05 -4.5444e-08 -3.5537e-04 -1.7868e+00 -3.3436e+00

8.4419e-02
-2.3656e-03 9.6950e-06 2.0069e-02 -7.2702e-01 2.8198e+00

1.8088e+01
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
2.9858e+03 -1.4683e+01 -4.2382e+03 -1.5529e+05 1.2595e+06

-1.2031e+05
-4.2645e+05 2.0971e+03 6.0533e+05 2.2180e+07 -1.7989e+08

1.7184e+07
3.8099e+03 -1.8735e+01 -5.4079e+03 -1.9815e+05 1.6071e+06

-1.5352e+05
0 0 0 0 0

0
1.1873e+03 -5.7597e+00 -1.7001e+03 -1.9306e+04 6.8154e+04

-1.8230e+06
0 0 0 0 0
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0
6.5219e+02 -3.1638e+oo -9.3384e+02 -1.0605e+04 3.7437e+04

-1.0014e+06

Columns 13 through 18

7.0693e+07 -8.8082e+07 6.3851e-o6 5.612ie-07 0
0

8.6707e+07 -9.2874e+07 1.7489e-05 1.2253e-06 0
0

-1.8283e+09 2.°4o6e+09 1.2740e-06 9.4237e-08 0
0

-7.1948e+03 -6.7861e+06 6.4987e-06 5.0962e-07 0
0

1.0692e+02 2.7226e+04 2.1491e-08 -2.8717e-09 0
0

4.8902e+07 -5.2479e+07 1.4223e-05 1.0717e-06 0
0

-2.3186e+05 -5.3390e+07 3.2873e-06 2.4095e-07 0
0

1.1552e+03 2.6856e+05 1.7794e-08 -7.8433e-09 0
0

1.3509e+07 -7.6963e+06 -2.4679e-05 -1.9379e-06 0
0

6.7517e+02 -5.6786e+02 1.5331e-03 -1.0727e-02 0
0

-2.7816e+02 3.0149e+02 -1.4656e-02 -4.8733e-02 0
0

7.1802e+o1 5.2404e+02 -6.8026e-02 1.8007e-02 0
0

-4.1241e+01 2.8042e-02 1.3820e-01 5.5572e+00 0
0

5.9266e-02 -4.6653e+02 -2.1299e+o1 5.1950e-01 0
0

o 0 -1.1400e+00 9.7938e-01 -9.9461e-02
0

0 0 -7.0738e+00 -8.0902e-01 -7.9063e+00
0

o 0 0 0 0
1.OO00e+00

1.2829e+07 -1.6416e+07 0 0 0
0

-1.8323e+09 2.3446e+09 0 0 0
0

1.6369e+07 -2.0946e+07 0 0 -1.4691e+03
-4.9559e+01

0 0 0 0 0
0

5.0852e+06 4.5020e+07 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0
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2.7933e+06 2.4730e+07 0 0 0

0

Columns 19 through 24

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 5.6206e-04 0 -3.9669e-03

0
0 0 -1.7235e+00 0 -1.8786e+00

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
1.0000e+00 0 0 0 0

0
0 1.O000e+04 0 0 0

0
-1.6122e+00 -1.5410e+02 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 1.0000e+00 0

~~1 0
0 0 -2.2301e+03 -1.0980e+02 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

1.O000e+00
0 0 0 0 -1.2250e+03
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-4.9700e+01

>> bcgf

bcgf =

-6.3851e-06 -5.6121e-07
-1.7489e-05 -1.2253e-06
-1.2740e-06 -9.4237e-08
-6.4987e-06 -5.0962e-07
-2.1491e-08 2.8717e-09
-1.4223e-05 -1.0717e-06
-3.2873e-06 -2.4095e-07
-1.7794e-08 7.8433e-09
2.4679e-05 1.9379e-06

-1.5331e-03 1.0727e-02
1.4656e-02 4.8733e-02
6.8026e-02 -1.8007e-02

-1.3820e-01 -5.5572e+00
2.1299e+01 -5.1950e-01

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

>> ccgf

ccgf =

Columns 1 through 12

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0

Columns 13 through 24

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
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0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

>> dcgf

dcgf=

0 0
0 0

>> diary of f
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>>% Limited Performance F-18 H-Infinity Closed Loop Controller

>> acgf

acgf =

Columns-1 through 6

5.4853e+O1 6.8308e+O1 -2.4157e-03 -4.5556e+01 -1.3317e-03
2. 7764e+00
-8.2591e+02 -7.1443e+02 -1.2218e-01 4.5375e+02 3.9671e-02

-1.2620Oe+01
5.1971e-0l 3.5172e-01 -l.-7881e-02 -2.4551e-O1 -3.0125e-05

3.2926e-03
-9.5636e+02 -6.4519e+02 -2.2369e-01 4.5000e+02 5.6299e-02

-5. 8066e+00
-2.3815e-01 -1.5991e-01 -5.5533e-05 1.1168e-0Q1 -1.7986e-02

-1.402 le-03
9.6310e+01 8.8451e+03 -3.9933e+00 -2.7804e+03 5.3889e-01

3.*1452e+02
9.9182e+01 1.0866e+02 -1.1930e-02 -6.1211e+01 5.3155e-04

2.3513e+00
9.5922e+Ol -2.0037e+01 7.2362e-02 -1.7863e+01 -1.4373e-02

-2.9221le+00
-1.5046e+00 -3.3465e+00 1.3703e-03 2.3553e+00 -3.2388e-04

-1. 6638e-01
2.6692e-02 -1.7103e-01 1.9213e-04 1.1688e-01 -4.0487e-05

-9.7550e-03
3.1661e-03 -1.2917e-03 -l.-4128e-06 -1.1759e-03 2.4284e-07

-1. 3737e-04
-5.0138e-04 -2.2227e-04 -1.8603e-06 6.3267e-04 6.1350e-07
1.2726e-05
-1.6750e-03 -9.6082e-04 -1.4759e-06 1.4166e-03 8.2410e-07

9. 4405e-07
-9.0621e-03 -4.9989e-03 -5.5652e-06 7.9886e-03 3.9378e-06
3.703 2e-05

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

1.4537e+00 5.2614e+01 -3i4809e-02 -1.4738e+01 6.7451e-03
2. 9299e+00
-2.0763e+02 -7.5146e+03 4.9716e+00 2.1050e+03 -9.6337e-01

-4. 1847e+02
1.8550e+00 6.7135e+01 -4.4416e-02 -1.8805e+01 8.6067e-03

3.7386e+OUi
0 0 0 0 0

0
8.2662e+00 2.5557e+01 -5.3459e-03 -1.1852e+01 1.3675e-03

1.3263e+00
0 0 0 0 0
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0
4.5406e+00 1.4039e+O1 -2.9365e-03 -6.5102e+00 7.5116e-04

7.*2854e-01.

Columns 7 through 12

2.4278e+O1 2.1970e+02 -7.4480e+02 3.4531e+02 -1.2883e+03
-3. 3764e+03

1.1475e+02 -1.5275e+03 -7.4494e+02 -1.2081e+03 4.4261e+04
-9. 2265e+04

-9.5175e-02 -1.7971e-O1 5.6785e-01 -2.9031e-O1 1.1063e+00
2. 0911e+00

1.6948e+02 3.5540e+02 -1.2143e+03 4.9614e+02 -1.6824e+03
-5.272 2e+03

4.4274e-02 9.2700e-02 -2.9961e-O1 1.4758e-01 -5.4302e-01
-1. 1808e+00

-1.9125e+03 1.1561e+05 6.2290e+04 7.5173e+04 -3.3642e+06
7.1921le+06
-5.-8429e+O1 5.4303e+02 -2.7287e+02 -3.3831e+02 -1.2467e+04
2.7843e+04
5.8473e+01 -1.22806+03 -2.7012e+02 -9.3798e+02 3.3546e+04

-6.-8752e+04
1.1817e+01 -3.5695e+O1 -1.1411e+01 -9.2459e+O1 1.0320e+03

-1.729 6e+03
6.9902e-01 -2.7256e+00 2.7561e+00 -2.5003e+00 7.5173e+01

-1. 2975e+02
-2.1093e-03 -5.0210e-02 -5.9644e-02 -5.4825e-02 -1.8913e+01
4. 2488e+01

1.7545e-03 1.9797e-03 -2.0838e-02 1.5471e-01 -3.4565e+00
-8.8331e+00

3.3586e-03 2.9326e-03 -2.9569e-02 4.0374e-01 -1.1778e+00
-4. 023 3e+00

1.8870e-02 1.9025e-02 -1.7111e-01 2.1168e+00 1.1694e+00
-5.787 6e-02

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

-8.2203e+01 8.0439e+02 4.3055e+02 5.2649e+02 -2.3556e+04
5.*0359e+04

1.1741e+04 -1.1489e+05 -6.1494e+04 -7.5197e+04 3.3645e+06
-7.*192 6e+06

-1.0489e+02 1.0264e+03 5.4938e+02 6.7180e+02 -3.0058e+04
6. 4258e+04

0 0 0 0 0
0

-5.8908e+01 3.1132e+02 4.2218e+02 6.3136e+02 -1.0651e+04
1.3720e+04

0 0 0 0 0
0
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-3.2358e+O1 1.7101e+02 2.319!e+02 3.4681e+02 -5.8509e+03

7. 5365e+03

Columns 13 through 18

1.5165e+04 3.6975e+05 9.1783e-04 -1.3066e-03 0
0

-3.9813e+05 3.2031e+05 5.1616e-04 -7.3320e-04 0
0

-1.1531e+O1 -2.-5544e+02 4.9055e-07 -6.5176e-07 0
0

1.9814e+04 5.3119e+05 -7.9086e-04 1.1434e-03 0
0

5.8190e+00 1.3581e+02 -3.6944e-07 5.4484e-07 0
0

3.0288e+07 -3.4745e+07 -2.4893e-06 3.7570e-06 0
0

1.2353e+05 -6.7487e+04 -1.8375e-03 2.7234e-03 0
0

-3.0293e+05 1.7051e+05 -1.7620e-03 2.5693e-03 0
0

-8.6093e+03 -8.2787e -03 1.6318e-02 -2.4067e-02 0
0

-6.6522e+02 -6.4054e+02 -2.0863e-01 3.1158e-01 0
0

1.8930e+02 -2.5011e+O1 -1.5373e-01 2.4114e-01 0
0

-2.6689e+Ol 1.4204e+O1 -4.2717e-01 2.5781e-02 0
0

-1.3793e+01 9.2262e-01 3.7563e-01 8.9772e-01 0
0

-5.9566e-01 -2.1468e+O1 -3.2120e+00 1.0946e+00 0
0

o 0 -1.1400e+00 9.7938e-01 -9.9461e-02
0

o 0 -7.0738e+00 -8.0902e-01 -7.9063e+00
0

0 0 0 0 0
1.0000e+00
2.1208e+05 -2.4328e+05 0 0 0

0
-3.0290e+07 3.4747e+07 0 0 0

0
2.7061le+05 -3.1042e+05 0 0 -1.4691e+03

-4. 9559e+01
o 0 0 0 0

0
1.0552e+05 5.0492e+05 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0
5.7960e+04 2.7735e+05 0 0 0
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0

Columns 19 through 24

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
p0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 5.6206e-04 0 -3.9669e-03
0

0 0 -i.7235e+00 0 -1.8786e+00
0

0 0 0 0 0
0

0. O00e+O0 0 0 0 0
0

0 1.0000e+04 0 0 0
0

-1.6122e+00 -1.5410e+02 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 1.00e+02 0
0

j0 0 -2.2301e+03 -i.0980e+02 0
0

0 0 0 0 0
l. O000e+0

0 0 0 0 -1.2250e+03

-4.9700e+01
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>5 bcgf

bcaf =

-9.1783e-04 1.3066e-03
-5.1616e-04 7.3320e-04
-4.9055e-07 6.5176e-07
7.9086e-04 -1.1434e-03
3.6944e-07 -5.4484e-07
2.4893e-06 -3.7570e-O
1.8375e-03 -2.7234e-03
1.7620e-03 -2.5693e-03

-1.6318e-02 2.4067e-02
2.0863e-01 -3.1158e-01
1.5373e-01 -2.4114e-01
4.2717e-O1 -2.5781e-02

-3.7563e-01 -S.9772e-01
3.2120e+00 -1.0946e+00

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

>> ccgf

ccgf =

Columns 1 through 12

0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c,

Columns 13 through 24

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
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>> dcgf

dcgf =

40 0
0 0

>>- Poles of the F-l8 Limited Performance Closed Loop Controller
>> eig(acgf)

ans =

-1. 0017e+03
-6.2126e+01 + 8,5022e+01i
-6.2126e+O1 - 8.5022e+0li
"I1.771i1e+01 + 8.1027e+Oli
-1.7711e+O1 - 8.1027e+Ol1i

-1.4924e+O1 + 3.3199e+Oli
-1.-4924e+O1 - 3.31L-99e+Oli
-2.4200e+O1 + 2.5758e+Oli
-2.4200e+O1 - 2.5758e+01i
-7.6597e+O1+2.6eOl
-2.4850e+O1 + 2.4647e+0i
-2.0234e+01 - 2.0813e+Oli

A-2.0234e+O1l + 2.0813e+i
-2.02342e+01- .8301
-2.6902e+01 .86-l
-2.5668e+01 + 7.8886e-Oli
-2.756e-O1 - 2.6269e+Oli
-9.7451e-O1 + 2.6269e+00i
-2.750e+0O .29+0
-2.50017e+00
-1.99770e-00
-1. 8000e-02

>> diary of f
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